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Abstract 

Detecting manipulations in digital images by bare-eye examinations has become in

creasingly difficult, due to the availability of open-source and commercial image editing 

systems equipped with sophisticated processing tools. This has raised serious concerns 

about the use of digital images in many application domains, especially in fields where 

the visual content could be misinterpreted as a result of malicious, or even inadvertent, 

distortions. 

This thesis focuses on two different approaches aimed at detecting manipulations in 

digital images, namely fragile watermarking and image forensics. Fragile watermarking 

describes methods that introduce imperceptible changes in digital images in order to 

embed information, which could be retrieved, at some point, to verify the integrity the 

protected (watermarked) images. Image forensics, on the other hand, describes tech

niques to detect possible evidence of tampering, without relying on any authentication 

information generated a priori. 

Fragile watermarking methods can be designed not only to determine whether the 

watermarked image has been distorted at all, but also to localise the tampered regions 

and restore the original content. This work presents a secure fragile watermarking 

method with improved localisation capabilities. The scheme employs a different slant on 

verification, whereby the integrity of each non-overlapping block of pixels is not verified 

independently of the rest of the pixel blocks. Instead, the authentication information 

retrieved from all the blocks is examined to determine whether the image contains the 

expected watermark and localise altered regions. 
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Additionally, a fragile watermarking with improved tampering localisation and 

restoration capabilities is presented. This is achieved by combining a secure mech

anism resilient to cropping, which localises altered blocks of pixels, with an additional 

mechanism that enhances the localisation and estimates the original value of water

marked pixels in altered regions. The proposed scheme provides flexibility to control 

the trade-off between the embedding distortion and the localisation/restoration perfor

mance of the system. Moreover, the method enables the partial reconstruction of the 

original content in missing portions previously removed by cropping. 

A common image counterfeiting technique involves concealing undesired elements 

in the portrayed scene with a portion of pixels copied from the same image. In this 

work, a method is proposed to detect duplicated regions, even when the copied part has 

undergone post-processing operations, such as reflection, rotation, scaling or/and JPEG 

compression. This is efficiently achieved, in terms of memory usage and computational 

cost, by mapping overlapping blocks of pixels to colour-dependent feature vectors and 

one-dimensional (I-D) descriptors, derived from log-polar maps. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

As technology advances, image editing systems are equipped with increasingly pow

erful and sophisticated processing tools that enables the creation of convincing image 

forgeries, which cannot be easily identified, even by trained observers. For some applica

tions, certain digital manipulations may serve legitimate purposes, such as photograph 

enhancement or lossy compression. However, in other cases, the manipulations, whether 

malicious or not, could negatively influence the interpretation of the visual information. 

This has motivated the development of technology that can deliver certainty about the 

integrity of digital images. 

Table 1.1 presents a general classification of the techniques conceived to address 

this concern. Friedman [1] introduced the concept of the Trustworthy Digital Camera, 

whereby a digital signature, generated within the camera at the time of capturing, is 

appended to the image file as metadata. This technique is active, in the sense that the 

signature is deliberately generated for the purpose of integrity verification, and non

invasive, as the image is not altered at all by this process. The main limitation of this 

approach stems from its dependence to the image file format used. This is because the 

metadata could be destroyed if the image is converted to a different format, even if its 

content remains intact. 
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Table 1.1: Classification of techniques for integrity verification of images. 

I Active I Passive 

Non-invasive Digital signatures Image forensics 
Invasive Digital watermarking 

Digital watermarkingl is another active approach that describes mechanisms to 

embed imperceptible information in the image itself. To provide integrity verification, 

a typical watermarking method splits the image into two parts: one part comprised 

of the most relevant perceptual information and another part, which can be distorted 

without significantly altering the image content. In the watermarking process, the part 

with less perceptual importance is replaced with a message authentication code (MAC) 

derived from the relevant part involving some security parameters - e.g. a secret key. 

When the receiver employs the correct security parameters, the originally hidden MAC 

can be retrieved and compared with a second MAC derived from the relevant part of 

the host2 image. If these are identical, the system assumes that the host image has not 

been altered. This approach is invasive in the sense that the image is almost inevitably 

distorted by the watermarking process. 

Watermarking techniques that serve the purpose of integrity verification can be 

divided into fragile and semi-fragile. A fragile watermarking scheme is designed to 

determine whether or not a host image has been distorted at all. That is, an image 

is deemed altered even if only one bit has been corrupted. Yet, since the watermark 

is hidden in the content of the image, independently of the storing file format, a host 

image can be converted to a number of image file formats that do not introduce any 

distortion, such as BMP, PNG, TIFF, etc. Semi-fragile watermarking methods, on 

the other hand, adopt relaxed integrity criteria, which tolerate distortions that make 

no "significant" changes to the semantic meaning or perceptual quality of the content 

(e.g. lossy compression), while still rejecting malicious manipulations. However, the 

boundary between legitimate and illegitimate distortions is not always clear-cut and 

1 Hereinafter, the term digital will be omitted when referring to digital watermarking. 
2Throughout this work, the terms host image and watermarked image will be used interchangeably. 
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generally varies from application to application. 

Since, ideally, the authentication information should be generated at the time of 

capturing, in practice, the use of active techniques (Le. digital signatures and wa

termarks) is reserved for controlled environments with properly equipped capturing 

devices, such as surveillance applications or military systems. Image forensics describe 

passive techniques aimed at identifying possible traces of tampering in the absence of 

any type of authentication information generated in advance. This is typically achieved 

by detecting anomalies in the intrinsic statistics of digital images that may suggest, in 

some cases very strongly, that an image has been manipulated. The main challenges 

of this non-invasive approach are posed by the plethora of possible manipulations an 

image may go through, including sophisticated attacks designed to deceive existing 

forensic methods. 

1.1 Motivations 

The work of this thesis focuses on fragile watermarking and image forensics for the 

purpose of integrity verification of digital images. 

Fragile watermarking 

The clear integrity criteria used in fragile watermarking provide a solid and reliable 

framework, which facilitates functionalities that are worthy of investigation. 

A highly desirable functionality, termed tampering localisation (or simply locali

sation) , consists in identifying altered regions of a host image [2]. There are some 

potential security threats relevant to localisation [3, 4], which have to be considered 

to develop reliable schemes. Exploring alternative approaches to verification could be 

beneficial in terms of security and localisation accuracy. 

Another very desirable functionality, commonly referred to as self-recovery, consists 

in partially reconstructing the original content in distorted regions [2]. Unfortunately, 
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the embedding distortion introduced by most of the existing schemes would make them 

unsuitable for some applications. Furthermore, the self-recovery capabilities of most of 

the existing methods can be seriously affected by cropping (cutting out and removing a 

portion of the image). These shortcomings could be effectively addressed by combining 

two different watermarking mechanisms in a single method. 

Image forensics 

Image forensics, on the other hand, is a promising emerging field with many challenges 

ahead. Because of the complex nature of the addressed problems, forensic evidence is 

usually derived from a diverse set of mechanisms, rather than a single algorithm [5]. 

A common manipulation consists in covering undesired people or objects with a 

region of pixels copied from the same image. This manipulation is usually referred as 

to copy-move. To perform an efficient search, this problem is typically addressed by 

mapping overlapping blocks of pixels to dimension-reduced feature vectors. However, 

most of the existing methods fail when the replicated area has undergone geometric 

changes, such as rotation or scaling. Using dimension-reduced descriptors, derived from 

log-polar maps, could be used to detect duplicates, even when the copied region has 

been reflected, rotated, or/and scaled. 

1.2 Contributions 

The original contributions of this thesis are summarised below. 

• A fragile watermarking method that takes another approach to verification, wherein 

non-overlapping blocks of pixels are not authenticated independently of each 

other, is proposed. Instead, the authentication information retrieved from ev

ery block is examined to identify significant similarities, which are then used to 

determine whether or not the image has been watermarked and localise altered 

pixel blocks. (Chapter 4) 
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• A fragile watermarking method with improved tampering localisation and exact 

self-recovery capabilities is presented. The parameters of the scheme can be read

ily adjusted to control the trade-off between the embedding distortion and the 

localisation/self-recovery performance of the system. Furthermore, the method 

provides resilience to cropping, thereby enabling the restoration of pixels in miss

ing portions of the image removed by cropping. It is important to mention that 

this is the first attempt to address the problem of recovering pixels from cropped 

images. (Chapter 5) 

• An experiment is conducted to investigate to what extent the localisation/self

recovery performance of the proposed fragile watermarking method is affected by 

the size of the tampered region and the proportion of altered pixels, in comparison 

with an existing scheme. (Chapter 5) 

• A forensic method is proposed to detect duplicated regions of pixels, even when 

the copied portion has been subjected to reflection, scaling or/and rotation, as 

well as JPEG compression. This problem had not been comprehensively ad

dressed in today's literature. (Chapter 6) 

1.3 List of Publications 

The following, are publications derived from the work of this thesis. 

Accepted 

• S. Bravo-Solorio, and A. K. Nandi, "Secure fragile watermarking method for 

image authentication with improved tampering localisation and self-recovery ca

pabilities," to appear in Signal Processing, doi:lO.1016/j.sigpro.20l0.07.019. 
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• S. Bravo-Solorio, L. Gan, A. K. Nandi, and M. F. Aburdene, "Secure private 

fragile watermarking scheme with improved tampering localisation accuracy," in 

lET Information Security, vol. 4, no. 3, pp. 137-148, 2010. 

• S. Bravo-Solorio, and A. K. Nandi, "Fragile watermarking with improved tamper

ing localisation and self-recovery capabilities," in Proc. of EUSIPCO - European 

Signal Processing Conference, Aalborg, Denmark, 2010. 

• S. Bravo-Solorio, and A. K. Nandi, "Exposing duplicated regions altered by re

flection, rotation and scaling through image forensics," in Proc. of Mathematics 

in Defence, Farnborough, Hampshire, England, 2009. 

• S. Bravo-Solorio, and A. K. Nandi, "Passive forensic method for detecting dupli

cated regions affected by reflection, rotation and scaling," in Proc. of EUSIPCO 

- European Signal Processing Conference, Glasgow, Scotland, 2009. 

• S. Bravo-Solorio, L. Gan, A. K. Nandi, and M. F. Aburdene, "Fragile logo wa

termarking for public authentication," in Proc. of ICASSP - IEEE International 

Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing, Las Vegas, NA, USA, 

2008. 

Under review 

• S. Bravo-Solorio, and A. K. Nandi, Automated detection and localisation of du

plicated regions affected by reflection, rotation and scaling in image forensics, 

under review in Signal Processing, (submitted in April, 2010). 

1.4 Thesis Overview 

This thesis is organised as follows: 

Chapter 2 describes the general requirements of fragile watermarking, with an 

emphasis on tampering localisation and its associated security risks, including a brief 
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account of some important attacks. This is followed by a review of fragile watermarking 

methods developed to meet the requirements of different problem domains. 

Chapter 3 introduces the basic principles of image forensics for the purpose of 

tampering detection. In addition, this chapter surveys the diverse range of existing 

image forensic tools, their potential limitations and some possible countermeasures 

that have been developed to hinder their detection capabilities. 

Chapter 4 revisits an existing fragile watermarking method, whereby the same key 

can be used to watermark a series of images, each one associated to a unique index. 

An analysis is presented of the security limitations of this scheme, particularly when 

higher tampering localisation is required. To overcome these shortcomings, a method 

is proposed, whereby the authentication data retrieved from non-overlapping blocks 

of pixels is examined to determine, almost unequivocally, whether the image has been 

watermarked and localise possible tampered blocks. Experimental results are presented 

to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. 

Chapter 5 presents a fragile watermarking method aimed at providing improved 

localisation and exact self-recovery capabilities. The proposed algorithm combines a 

mechanism resilient to cropping, which detects distorted blocks of pixels, with a second 

mechanism that refines the localisation and estimates the original watermarked pixels 

in altered regions. An extensive investigation is presented into how the size of the 

tampered region and the proportion of altered pixels affect the performance of the 

proposed method, in comparison with a state-of-the-art scheme. 

Chapter 6 presents a forensic method aimed at detecting duplicated regions of 

pixels, even when the replicated portion has undergone geometric changes, specifically 

reflection, rotation, or/and scaling. The proposed algorithm maps overlapping blocks of 

pixels to colour-based features to constrain the search for duplicates, thereby reducing 

the computational cost. Additionally, to perform an efficient search, every pixel block is 

mapped to reflection/rotation-invariant I-D descriptors derived from log-polar maps. 

Extensive experimental results, including a comparative evaluation with an existing 
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method, are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. 

Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and describes various possible directions for future 

research following on from this work. 
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Chapter 2 

Fragile Watermarking 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents a brief review of fragile watermarking. Robust and semi-fragile 

watermarking are beyond the scope of this work. Readers interested in digital water

marking from a more general perspective are referred to [6] and [2]. 

The chapter is structured as follows. Fragile watermarking methods can not only 

identify changes in a host image, but also provide additional functionalities discussed in 

Section 2.2. The common requirements that have to be observed in fragile watermarking 

are described in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 focuses on some sophisticated attacks, which 

pose a serious threat to some fragile watermarking methods. This is followed by a brief 

literature review on fragile watermarking in Section 2.5. Finally, Section 2.6 presents 

the summary of the chapter, along with some discussion. 

2.2 Further Functionalities 

Fragile watermarking systems can produce binary answers (Le. yes/no) to state whether 

or not the host image has been changed. However, the fact that the watermark under

goes the same transformation as the host image opens up the possibility of providing 

additional capabilities, for example [2, 7]: 
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• Tampering localisation - Regions that have been distorted are identified, while 

verifying that the remainder of the image is intact. Thus, even in presence of 

corrupted images, one could still rely on the content in regions that have been 

reckoned to be genuine. Moreover, by being aware of the tampered regions, one 

may infer the purpose of the tampering or identify possible candidate perpetrators 

[2]. 

• Reversible embedding - To embed the authentication information, the host image 

is modified, thereby introducing some amount of distortions. In many applica

tions, distortions induced can be accepted, as long as the relevant perceptual 

information is preserved. However, even imperceptible alterations in the pixels 

are undesirable in fields that handle very sensitive information, such as in military 

or medical application domains [8, 9]. To address this concern, some methods em

bed the authentication data in an invertible manner, so that the host image can 

be restored to its original state, before the embedding took place. In literature, 

these methods are referred to as reversible, invertible, loss less or distortion-free 

methods. 

• Self-recovery - Once an image is reckoned to have been altered, it would be 

highly desirable to restore the content to its original state, before the manip

ulation occurred. Typically, methods that afford this functionality embed the 

authentication data together with additional information, which can be used to 

restore the image [10-12]. 

2.3 General Requirements 

To provide integrity verification, the requirements that watermarking systems have to 

comply with are described below. 
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2.3.1 Imperceptihility 

Independently of the particular applications, the perceptual transparency of the hid

den data might be one of the most important requirements for watermarking. Affecting 

the quality of the image severely may render the host image useless for the intended 

purposes. Some properties of the human visual system (HVS) have been studied to 

optimise the energy of the watermark without exceeding the perceptible threshold 

[13, 14]. Nonetheless, this practice is uncommon in literature on fragile watermark-

ing, as most of the schemes work under the assumption that the embedded information 

should be rather weak. Instead, quantitative distortion metrics are commonly provided 

to compare the perceptibility of the watermarks embedded by different methods. Nowa

days, the most popular distortion measure in the field is the peak signal-to-noise-ratio 

(PSNR), measured in decibels. The PSNR between two images, say X and Y, both 

sized nl x n2, is typically defined as [15], 

max2 

PSNR = 10 loglO MS: ' (2.1) 

where maxx is the maximum possible pixel value in X (usually 255 in 8-bit grey-scale 

images) and MSE stands for the mean squared error, given by, 

(2.2) 

It is well-known that this measure does not emulate the response of the HVS. Even 

though some efforts have been made to construct distortion metrics that correlate well 

with the HVS, such as the image quality assessment (IQA) and the structural similar

ities (SSIM) [16-19]' none of these metrics has been widely adopted in watermarking 

literature. 
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2.3.2 Security 

To develop effective security mechanisms, it is important to understand the potential 

goals of attackers [20, 21]: 

• Undetected distortions - The aim is to manipulate a host image without being 

detected by the verification system. 

• Unauthorised embedding - Here, the idea is to embed a legitimate watermark in 

an image, without the consent of the watermark owner. 

• Information leakage - The goal is to obtain some information about the security

related parameters of the algorithm, such as the secret key. 

Additionally, the security measures of each scheme should be designed consider

ing the potential scenarios in a particular application domain. Some of the possible 

scenarios include the following [20]: 

• Host image - The attacker has access to a single host image. 

• Multiple host images - Various host images are available to the attacker. 

• Verification device - The attacker has unlimited access to the verification system. 

Thus, different versions of the forgery can be exhaustively submitted to the system 

trying to find one that is deemed authentic (oracle attack [22]). 

• Original image - Multiple pairs of original/watermarked images are available for 

the attacker. 

• Embedding system - The embedding system is available for the attacker, who can 

submit her/his own images trying to find possible security flaws in the system. 

2.3.3 Computational cost 

Since, ideally, a digital image should be watermarked at the time of capturing [20], the 

embedding algorithm should be hard-wired in the camera. Therefore, it is important 
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to keep the computational cost of the embedding system as low as possible. On the 

other hand, the importance of the computational cost of the verification system, which 

could be installed in a personal computer, depends on the workload of the application. 

For example, consider a system used to verify the integrity of CCTV images submitted 

as evidence in court. In this case, the response time of the verification system does 

not seem to be of paramount importance. However, an on-line system aimed to verify 

the integrity of thousands of images on a daily basis should be designed under stricter 

constraints on response time. 

2.4 Security Risks Associated with Localisation 

There are some security risks that must be considered when providing localisation. In 

particular, some attacks, commonly known as vector quantisation (VQ) attacks, have 

been proposed to create counterfeit images that would be regarded as authentic and le

gitimate by vulnerable systems [3]. This attack exploits block/pixel-wise independence 

to generate VQ code-books from a set of images watermarked with the same key. The 

code-books can be used to embed a valid watermark in an illegitimate image without 

the consent of the watermark owner. 

To elaborate on this issue, consider a simplified version of a method vulnerable to 

this attack [23], whereby the input image is first divided into non-overlapping blocks 

of pixels. Then, the seven most significant bit-planes (MSBPs) in each block are in

dependently hashed to generate a MAC, which is subsequently inserted in the least 

significant bit-plane (LSBP) of the same block. Observe that the MAC inserted in each 

block only depends on the content of the block itself. Therefore, swapped blocks would 

go unnoticed by the verification system. Even worse is the fact that a completely new 

image could be assembled with independent blocks if the adversary has access to a set 

of host images, all watermarked with the same key. 

To thwart VQ attacks, it is necessary to establish some type of pixel/block-wise 
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'dependence [3J. The mechanisms that have been proposed to achieve this goal can be 

classified in three groups: 

Type 1: Deterministic dependence - The data embedded in each pixel/block implies 

information concerning one or more contiguous pixels/blocks, together with the 

pixel/block itself. This type of dependence is deterministic and can be easily 

discerned from the very algorithm. 

Type 2: Non-deterministic dependence - The data generated from the content of each 

pixel/block is inserted into another pixel/block selected pseudo-randomly. 

Type 3: External information-based dependence - The data embedded in each pixel/ 

block involves information that cannot be deduced from the image itself - e.g. an 

image index. 

These mechanisms can effectively prevent VQ attacks. However, Barreto et at. [4] 

noticed that some deterministic mechanisms (Type 1) are vulnerable to what they call 

transplantation, or copy-and-paste, attacks. To illustrate the principles of this attack, 

consider the scenario depicted in Figure 2.1. For the sake of simplicity, assume that 

the MAC embedded in each block of the host image depends on the context of its left

neighbour block, together with the context of the block itself. Observe that the circle 

can be duplicated in another part of the image as long as the context of the blocks at 

both sides of the dashed area is preserved. Even though the content of the image has 

changed significantly, the counterfeit would be regarded as authentic. The same results 

would be obtained with a region copied from another host image watermarked with the 

same key. Images with large areas of uniform pixel values are potential targets of this 

attack. 

During the course of this investigation, it was observed that the abilities of some 

existing watermarking methods to localise copy-and-paste attacks vary significantly 

depending on whether the supplanting region was copied from the same or a differ

ent image. Hence, in this work, these manipulations will be considered as separate 
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the copy-and-paste attack. 

attacks, referred to as inner-copy-and-paste attacks and outer-copy-and-paste attacks, 

respectively. 

2.5 Literature Review 

This section presents a concise review of fragile watermarking, also referred to as exact 

or hard authentication [2, 21]. First, the most successful mechanisms designed to 

provide localisation, while effectively thwarting VQ attacks, are described. The impact 

that these methods have on the quality of the host images is minor, as the information 

is only embedded in the LSBP of the image. Methods that require higher localisation, 

usua~ly at the expense of increasing the embedding distortion, are reviewed next. This 

is followed with a description of distortion-free and self-recovery schemes. 

2.5.1 Tampering localisation with minimum embedding distortion 

Wong and Memon [24] proposed a block-wise method, whereby a MAC is indepen

dently embedded in non-overlapping blocks of 12 x 12 pixels. The MAC depends on 

the context of the block, a secret key, an image index and a block index. This mecha

nism can successfully prevent VQ attacks and can be readily adapted to afford public 

key authentication. However, the system has two major limitations: 1) The correct 

image index has to be known to the receiver. Such a requirement might be impractical 
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block position image index replication of the 52 MSB extra information 

1011 ... 0101 1011 ... 0101 0010 ... 1110 

32 bits '---------~ ~--------# 24 bits 
52 bits 

Figure 2.2: Authentication data structured for each block in Fridrich's approach. 

for many applications. 2) The logo is retrieved for visual inspection, but automated 

detection is possible only if the logo is provided to the verification system. 

Wong and Memon's work has been extended in various directions. For example, the 

practical aspects of standard asymmetric-key encryption algorithms have been studied 

in [25] to afford real public authentication. In [26], the reliance on the image index 

is replaced with a master/session key-based mechanism used to initialise the encoding 

system. At the receiver end, the watermark can be retrieved only if the system is 

provided with the correct pair of keys. Thus, the transmitter and the receiver could 

confidentially agree on a master key, whereas a new session key could be conveyed 

through an insecure channel, before transmitting a single or a sequence of host images. 

In Fridrich's approach [20], the information about the image is separated from the 

authentication data. Non-overlapping blocks of 16 x 8 pixels are independently hashed 

and then XOR-ed with the structure illustrated in Figure 2.2. The resulting bit strings 

are encrypted, using either a symmetric or an asymmetric algorithm, and embedded in 

the LSBP of each block. At the receiver side, a block is deemed authentic if the 52 most 

significant bits (MBSs) of the retrieved structure are identical to its subsequent 52 bits. 

Additionally, the bit strings extracted from all the blocks can be further analysed to 

identify swapped blocks and/or blocks copied from other images. This method manages 

to overcome the two limitations identified in Wong and Memon's scheme. However, 

during the course of this investigation, it was found that brute-force attacks may pose 

a serious threat to this method in applications that need to use smaller block-sizes to 

achieve higher localisation. 

Celik et al. [27, 28] proposed a method where non-overlapping blocks of 13 x 8 pixels 
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Figure 2.3: Hierarchical structure proposed by Celik et al .. 

represent the lowest level in the hierarchical structure illustrated in Figure 2.3. Every 

block in upper hierarchical levels is assembled as 2 x 2 adjacent blocks of the preceding 

level. Then, a MAC is computed for every block in all the hierarchical levels. The 

MACs are encrypted and embedded in the LSBP of the image in accordance with the 

hierarchical structure, so that every block in the lowest level will carry portions of the 

MACs obtained from its associated blocks in upper levels, together with its own MAC. 

In essence, the lowest level is intended for localisation, whereas the remaining levels 

are used to thwart VQ attacks. Another hierarchical approach was presented in [29]. 

In this case, a sparse set of wavelet coefficients are watermarked in accordance with 

a contextual non-deterministic dependence mechanism, which involves all the wavelet 

coefficients across the wavelet decomposition levels. The aim is to protect all the pixels 

without altering all the wavelet coefficients. This way, the embedding distortion is 

reduced without compromising the security of the method. 

In [30], every wavelet coefficient in the coarser sub-band, at the first decomposition 

level, is independently mapped to a 4-bit code, by means of a non-uniform pseudo

random quantisation. Each code is embedded in the LSBP of the block of 2 x 2 pixels 

associated to another coefficient selected pseudo-randomly. At the receiver side, a 

bitmap is encoded-to localise the coefficients where the computed codes fail to match 

the extracted ones. Then, a post-processing mechanism is computed on the bitmap to 
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remove isolated spots and improve the validation of genuine content. The scheme is 

capable of identifying whether an attack has been performed on the image or on the 

watermark itself. 

2.5.2 Higher localisation accuracy 

Potential benefits can be derived from fragile watermarking methods that afford higher 

localisation capabilities, without compromising their security. For example, consider 

the case of a host image affected by salt-and-pepper noise. Identifying the location 

of the altered pixels with pinpoint accuracy can be useful to determine whether the 

semantic meaning of the content has been affected significantly [31]. Furthermore, 

depending on the nature of the distortion, it might be possible to restore the altered 

content by means of denoising or inpainting techniques [32-35]. 

In Yeung and Mintzer's method [36], a secret key is used to generate a look-up table 

(LUT) that maps each pixel intensity value to a binary value. The intensity value of 

every pixel is adjusted in accordance with the LUT, such that the altered pixel maps to 

the corresponding binary value in a secret logo. The method, whose security relies on 

the secrecy of the key and the logo, manages to localise genuine pixels very accurately. 

However, two important limitations have been found in the scheme: 1) only half of the 

tampered pixels, on average, are effectively identified; and 2) if the logo is known, the 

LUT can be readily deduced [3]. In fact, on average, only two images, watermarked 

with the same key and logo, are necessary to infer 90% of the LUT [37, 38]. 

To cope with the second limitation in Yeung and Mintzer's scheme, the LUT can be 

replaced with a standard encryption algorithm, while embedding an additional image 

index in non-overlapping pixel blocks [39]. This is insufficient, however, when the 

attacker has unlimited access to the verification system. Alternative methods have 

been explored in [40, 41], where watermarks are modulated in accordance with either 

two L UTs or chaotic patterns. Nevertheless, the original logo has to be known by the 

verification systems. This requirement may be impractical for some applications. The 
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mechanisms in [39-41J manage to validate the authentic pixels very accurately, while 

effectively preventing VQ attacks. However, they fail to localise, on average, half of the 

altered pixels. 

Zhang and Wang [31J showed that the localisation can be enhanced at the expense 

of increasing the embedding distortion. The MAC, derived from the 5 MSBs of every 

single pixel and a pseudo-random code, is embedded into the 3 LSBPs of the image. 

At the receiver end, two distributions, corresponding to the altered and genuine pixels, 

are used to localise pixels corrupted in their 5 MSBs. If the tampered region is not too 

extensive, the method manages to localise altered pixels very accurately. Moreover, this 

system can effectively localise scattered altered pixels, such as salt-and-pepper noise. 

In He et al.'s method [42], a pseudo-random circular block-mapping sequence is 

first generated with a secret key. The MAC computed for a block is embedded in the 

subsequent block in the sequence. One of the 3 least significant bits (LSBs) in every 

pixel is pseudo-randomly selected to carry the watermark. The authors demonstrate 

that the scheme is secure, even when using a block-size of 4 x 4. The localisation 

performance is consistently high, as long as the tampered region does not extend beyond 

50% of the number of pixels in the host image. Nevertheless, this method fails to localise 

scattered altered pixels. 

2.5.3 Reversible embedding 

The need for reversible embedding stems from the fact that, for some application do

mains, preserving the quality of an image is critical for its intended purposes. For 

example, perceptible distortions of medical images may lead to misdiagnoses. In fact, 

even if the content has not been perceptibly changed, any distortion inflicted to a med

ical image might be considered in a malpractice law suit [2, 9J. In other fields of high 

precision nature, such as remote sensing or military applications, it is desirable that 

the original content can be recovered. The four basic design principles that have been 

developed for the purposes of loss less embedding are described below. It is important 
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to mention that, whatever the employed technique may be, preserving the quality of 

the host images is still a critical requirement. 

Modular arithmetic 

In [43], an authentication signal is embedded in the image by using modulo-256 ad

dition. At the receiver end, after extracting the authentication data, the embedding 

distortion can be removed by using modulo-256 subtraction, thereby restoring the im

age to its original state before the watermarking process. The modulo addition enables 

reversibility, but may introduce perceptible artifacts in the form of salt-and-pepper 

noise, as a result of pixel values close to zero being flipped to values close to 255 and 

vice versa. An extension of this method was presented in [44]. 

Lossless compression of bit-planes 

In [44, 45], the lower bit-plane with sufficient redundancy is losslessly compressed and 

subsequently reinserted in the same bit-plane, together with a MAC derived from the 

original content. This way, the original image can be restored at the receiver end. In [46, 

47], the compression algorithm uses the non-distorted part of the host image, as side

information, to maximise the embedding capacity. This mechanism has been extended 

in [48, 49] to provide public distortion-free authentication with localisation capabilities. 

Xuan et al. [50, 51] proposed to select the bit-plane from the high frequency sub-bands 

of the integer discrete wavelet transform (IDWT) domain, which commonly have high 

redundancy, thereby leading to higher compression rates . 

. Pixel groups flipping 

In Fridrich et al. 's scheme [52], non-overlapping groups of adjacent pixels are classified 

according to some uniformity criteria as: (R) regular, (S) singular, or (U) unusable. An 

invertible function F is defined to map groups in the category (R) to the category (S) 

and vice versa; groups in the category (U) do not change. An example of a simple 
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invertible function :F can be the one that flips the LSB of an 8-bit grey-scale pixel, i.e. 

0+-+ 1,2 +-+ 3, ... ,254 +-+ 255. During embedding, each group in the categories (R) and 

(8) are used allocate a bit of information; (R) = 0 and (S) = 1. So, the function :F is 

used to flip the groups that not match the to-be-embedded bit. To enable the removal 

of the embedding distortion, a bitmap that captures the initial state of the groups (R) 

and (8) is losslessly compressed and embedded along with the rest of the payload. 

Difference expansion 

Tian [53] presented a high capacity method, which exploits the fact that, in typical nat

ural images, adjacent pixels have similar intensity values. The central idea is to expand 

the difference between pairs of adjacent pixels, in an invertible way, to allocate a bit of 

information in every pixel-pair. The mechanism is based on the integer Haar wavelet 

transform, which can lead to underflow/overflow in some pixels. To avoid this problem, 

only pixels whose difference can be extended without causing overflow/underflow are 

used and their location is recorded in a bitmap, which is losslessly compressed and 

embedded together with the rest of the data. Comparison results reported in [53] show 

that this method achieves higher embedding capacity than the schemes in [46, 47, 52]. 

Furthermore, Tian's approach has been extended for using triplets and quads of pixels 

to improve the embedding capacity [54-58]. 

Histogram shifting 

The mechanism detailed in [59, 60] starts with the identification of the most and the 

least frequent pixel values in the input image. As an example, both pixel values are 

illustrated in the histogram of Figure 2.4(a), using the standard 512 x 512 grey-scale 

version of Lena. Then, the histogram is shifted 1 unit towards the minimum value, as 

illustrated in 2.4(b). The value of the most frequent pixel value is adjusted to encode 

every bit in the data payload. If the minimum value in the histogram is non-zero, a 

gap is deliberately produced and the locations of the altered pixels are appended to the 
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Figure 2.4: Illustrat ion of hi togram-shifting. (a) Histogram of the grey-scale 512 x 512 
version of Lena. (b) Shifted histogram. 

embedded data payload. The authors show that the embedding distortion produced 

by this method is significantly lower than in [45 , 46, 50]. This approach has al 0 

been extended to increase the embedding capacity [61 , 62]' and provide locali ation 

capabili t ies [63]. 

2.5.4 Self-recovery 

Restoring the content of the altered regions is another very desirable functionality. 

Below are reviewed some of the most relevant mechanisms that have been proposed to 

reconstruct, either exactly or approximately, the original content of a host image. 
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Exact restoration 

Error correction codes (ECCs) have been extensively studied in communications to 

detect and, in many cases, correct perturbations in the conveyed data [64]. In [10, 11], 

a Reed-Solomon ECC is used to generate parity bits for every row and column of the 

input image. The parity pixels are encrypted with a secret key and embedded in the 

2 LSBPs of the image. It is reported that this method can correct up to 13 bytes in a 

single column or row, in an image sized 229 x 299. Moreover, even if the pixels cannot 

be corrected, the distortions can still be localised. 

In Zhang and Wang's method [65], a pixel-wise and a block-wise mechanism are 

hierarchically structured to restore the content by means of exhaustive attempts. Each 

pixel is used to produce to a reference bit code that depends on the 5 MSBs of the pixel 

and a secret key. The reference bit codes of disjoint subsets of roughly 16 pixels each 

are combined to generate a long bit string, which is inserted in the 160 bit positions, 

selected from the 3 LSBPs of non-overlapping blocks of 8 x 8 pixels. Finally, the 

remaining 32 bit positions are used to allocate a MAC, derived from the content of 

the block. After localising tampered blocks, the receiver uses the retrieved reference 

bit codes to enhance the localisation and exhaustively calculate the original 5 MSBs of 

distorted pixels. Nonetheless, the system is insecure against VQ attacks, as the MAC 

encoded by the block-wise method depends only upon the content of the block itself 

(recall Section 2.4). This method has been extended, in [66], to estimate approximate 

pixel values when the exhaustive mechanism failed to restore their value exactly. Thus, 

smaller altered areas can be perfectly reconstructed, whereas larger tampered regions 

can be restored only approximately. Furthermore, the authentication data encoded by 

the block-wise. method includes information about the image to prevent VQ attacks. 

However, in [65, 66], the watermark is always embedded in the 3 LSBPs of the image. 

Such a lack of flexibility may limit their use in applications where less embedding 

distortion is needed. 

Zhang and Wang [67] proposed a method that elegantly embodies lossless embed-
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ding and restoration capabilities. Here, a watermark comprised of reference bits and 

check bits is embedded in non-overlapping blocks of 8 x 8 pixels by using the difference 

expansion technique described in Section 2.5.3. The receiver extracts the watermark 

and uses the check bits to localise the tampered blocks by means of a statistical mech

anism. Finally, a binary linear system, which involves the retrieved reference bits, is 

solved to calculate the value of altered pixels. This is the only existing method that is 

capable of reconstructing the original non-watermarked image out from an altered host 

image. In practice, however, the content cannot be restored when the tampered area 

is larger than 3.2% of the image. 

Approximate restoration 

In Fridrich and Goljan's scheme [12], a JPEG compressed version of the image, produced 

at 50% quality factor, is encrypted and embedded in the LSBP of non-overlapping 

blocks of 8 x 8 pixels. The extracted low-quality image is used at the receiver side 

to locate and recover corrupted blocks. Alternatively, to improve the quality of the 

restored image, a version of the image compressed at a higher quality factor can be 

embedded in the 2 LSBPs of the pixel blocks. 

In the method proposed by Lin et al. [68], non-overlapping blocks of 4 x 4 pixels 

are split into four 2 x 2 sub-blocks. Following on from the generation of a secret 

block-mapping sequence, the average intensities of the four sub-blocks, as well as some 

parity-check bits, are embedded in the 2 LSBPs of the sub-blocks in the block that 

comes next in the sequence. The verification side uses a hierarchical mechanism to 

localise and recover the altered blocks. However, without the secret key, an adversary 

could estimate the correlation between blocks to generate counterfeits that would go 

unnoticed by the verification system [69]. 

A self-recovery watermarking method for 24-bit RGB-colour images was proposed 

by Wang and Chen [70]. In this scheme, a reference bit code, comprised of authenti

cation and recovery information, is encoded for non-overlapping blocks of 2 x 2 pixels. 
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The authentication information is derived from the content of the block and some gen

eral details about the image, while the recovery information is formed by the averaged 

colour components in the block. The receiver implements a majority-voting mechanism 

to localise altered blocks, which can be reconstructed by using the recovery information. 

The method seems to outperform Lin et al. 's scheme in terms of quality of the restored 

images. Nevertheless, the lack of adequate security mechanisms has been exploited in 

[71 J to mount successful counterfeiting attacks. 

In Lee and Lin's method [72], a secret key is used to produce a sequence of pairs 

of non-overlapping blocks of 2 x 2 pixels. The average intensities of a block pair, as 

well as some parity-check bits, are inserted in the 3 LSBPs of the block pair that 

appears next in the sequence; the two blocks carry the same information. The receiver 

side implements a hierarchical localisation and recovery mechanism, as in Lin et al. 's 

method. Then, a post-processing mechanism is used to fill the blocks that could not be 

recovered. However, reported results show that all the blocks could be reconstructed 

without using the post-processing mechanism, even when the altered area extended to 

up to 50% of the host image. Even though the quality of the recovered content drops 

for larger areas, some dim elements can still be recognised. Unfortunately, the method 

inherited the aforementioned security problems in Lin et al. 's method. 

Zhang et al. [73J proposed a variation of the method in [67J to afford approxi

mate restoration. In this case, non-overlapping blocks of 8 x 8 pixels are independently 

transformed to the discrete cosine transform (DCT) domain. A sequence of bits, com

prised of the quantised lowest coefficients of each block, is spread over 160 bit locations 

pseudo-randomly selected from the 3 LSBPs in every pixel block. The remaining 32 

bit locations in each block are used to allocate a MAC derived from the content of the 

block and a block index. The receiver detects the tampered blocks and uses the bits re

trieved from the genuine blocks to form a binary linear equation system. If the number 

of bits retrieved from genuine blocks is sufficiently large, the equation system can be 

solved to restore the original sequence of bits, thereby reconstructing the lowest DCT 
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coefficients of the tampered blocks. Reported theoretical estimations suggest that the 

sequence of bits can be perfectly recovered when tampered area extends to less than 

59% of the host image. 

2.6 Summary and Discussion 

Fragile watermarking describes mechanisms aimed at offering certainty about the in

tegrity of digital images. Two basic requirements have to be observed when designing 

a fragile watermarking method. First, the embedded watermark has to be impercepti

ble. Second, adequate security mechanisms have to be considered to prevent malicious 

attacks, generally intended to generate forgeries that would go unnoticed by the veri

fication system. The security mechanisms have to be tested in different scenarios, e.g. 

in cases where the adversary has unlimited access to the verification system. 

Localising tampered areas, while verifying the integrity of the remainder portion of 

the host image, is a highly desirable functionality in fragile watermarking. Nonetheless, 

methods with localisation capabilities need to a establish some type of pixel/block

wise dependence to prevent sophisticated manipulations, such as VQ attacks. Three 

basic categories of pixel/block-wise dependence mechanisms have been described: de

terministic (Type 1), non-deterministic (Type 2), or external information-based (Type 

3). Apart from the localisation, other desirable features have been explored in frag

ile watermarking literature, such as reversible embedding and self-recovery. Table 2.1 

summarises the methods reviewed in this chapter. 

A limitation common to most fragile watermarking schemes is that the detectors 

cannot differentiate between images watermarked using the same key. Therefore, a 

different key has to be used to watermark every single image. In practice, however, 

keeping track of the key associated with every image may become challenging as the 

number of host images grows. Fridrich's scheme [20J provides a suitable solution to this 

problem, as the same key can be used to watermark several images, each one associated 
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with a unique image index. Nevertheless, this method may become susceptible to brute 

force attacks when using a smaller block-size. Chapter 4 investigates this problem and 

presents a secure method with improved localisation capabilities. 

An adversary can crop a host image to remove "inconvenient" portions of the image, 

thereby changing the dimensions of the image. However, existing fragile watermarking 

methods with self-recovery capabilities are typically dependent of the scanning order 

followed by the system. Therefore, not a single pixel can be restored when a host image 

has been cropped. Chapter 5 presents a method resilient to cropping with improved 

localisation and self-recovery capabilities, compared with the current state-of-the-art 

scheme in [65]. 

Table 2.1: Summary of the reviewed methods. Abbreviations used: PB/PV, 

public/private (authentication); LOC, localisation (capabilities); PW /BW, pixel-

wise/block-wise; PBWD, type of pixel/block-wise dependence (recall the classification 

in Section 2.4); REV, reversible (embedding); REC, recovery. Methods marked by '*' 

are vulnerable to known attacks. 

METHOD II PB/PV LOC PW/BW PBWD REV REC 

Wong [23] PB/PV yes BW * no no 

Wong and Memon [24] PB/PV yes BW 3 no no 

Ouda et al. [25] PB yes BW 3 no no 

Suthaharan [26] PV yes BW 3 no no 

Fridrich [20] PB/PV yes BW 3 no no 

Celik et al. [27, 28] PB/PV yes BW 1 no no 

Li and Si [29] PV yes BW 1 no no 

He et al. [30] PV yes BW 2 no no 

Yeung and Mintzer [36] PV yes PW * no no 

Fridrich [39] PV yes PW/BW 3 no no 

Continued on next page 
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Table 2.1 - continued from previous page 

METHOD /I PB/PV LOC PW/BW PBWD REV REC 

Lu et at. [40] PV yes PW 2 no no 

Liu et at. [41] PV yes PW 2 no no 

Zhang and Wang et at. [31] PV yes PW 2 no no 

He et at. [42] PV yes BW 2 no no 

Hosinger et al. [43] PV no yes no 

Fridrich et at. (I) [44] PV no yes no 

Fridrich et at. (II) [44] PV no yes no 

Goljan et at. [45] PV no yes no 

Celik et at. [46, 47] PV no yes no 

Xuan et at. [50] PV no yes no 

Xuan et at. [51] PV no yes no 

Celik et at. [48, 49] PB/PV yes BW 1 yes no 

Fridrich et at. [52] PV no yes no 

Tian [53] PV no yes no 

Alattar [54, 55] PV no yes no 

Stach and Alattar [56] PV no yes no 

Kamstra and Heijmans [57] PV no yes no 

Kallel et at. [58] PV no yes no 

Ni et at. [59, 60] PV no yes no 

Hwang et at. [61] PV no yes no 

Kim et at. [62] PV no yes no 

Yeh et at. [63] PV no yes no 

Lee et at. [10, 11] PV yes BW 2 no yes 

Zhang and Wang [65] PV yes PW/BW * no yes 

Zhang et at. [66] PV yes PW/BW 3 no yes 

Continued on next page 
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Table 2.1 - continued from previous page 

METHOD II PBjPV LOC PWjBW PBWD REV REC 

Zhang and Wang [67J PV yes BW 3 yes yes 

Fridrich and Goljan [12J PV yes BW 2 no yes 

Lin et at. [68J PV yes BW 2* no yes 

Wang and Chen [70J PV yes BW 2* no yes 

Lee and Lin [72J PV yes BW 2* no yes 

Zhang et al. [73J PV yes PWjBW 3 no yes 
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Chapter 3 

Exposing Forgeries by Means of 

Image Forensics 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter focuses on forensic techniques intended to detect possible manipulations 

in digital images. Forensic methods that serve other purposes, such as ballistics or 

steganalysis1, are beyond the scope of this investigation. 

The use of digital re-touching tools in advertisements and photographs published 

in glossy magazines is generally accepted for aesthetic purposes - e.g. removing skin 

imperfections. However, some images can be doctored with the deliberate intention of 

adding credibility to a fabricated story. In fact, in some cases, such images circulate 

through the news media and other public outlets, which are expected to portray reality. 

For example, on the run up to the 2004 US presidential elections, the photograph2 in 

Figure 3.1(a) was released to discredit the campaign of the candidate John Kerry, who 

appears to share a stage with the political activist Jane Fonda, in a rally against the 

Vietnam war in 1971. Later on, it was demonstrated that the image, falsely credited to 

1 Steganalysis is commonly included in the field of image forensics. Interested readers are referred 
to [2, 6J for a friendly introduction to steganography and steganalysis. 

2The three images were obtained from the San Francisco Chronicle, February 20, 2004. 
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Fonda Speaks To Vietnam 
Veterans At Anti-War Ral 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.1: Example of a doctored image released during the 2004 US presidential 
election. (a) Image forgery (2004). (b) Photo of John I{erry (1971). (c) Photo of Jane 
Fonda (1972). 

Associated Press, had been doctored by combining two photographs taken at different 

locations in different years 174J. The original phot.ographs aJ'e shown in Figures ;U(b) 

and 3.1(c). Interesting accounts of other historical photographic forgeries can be found 

in [74, 75J. 

In Chapter 2, it was shown that fragile watermarking can be used not only to detect 

and localise tampered regions in a host image, but also to restore the altered content. 

In practice , however, this approach is limited to controlled environments with specially 

equ ipped cameras, as the watermaJ'ks have to be inserted at the time of capturing 

l5, 76]. This situation has motivated the development of passive techniques to examine 

the content of images in a forensic fashion to identify possible traces of tampering, in 

the absence of authentication information generated a priori, such as watermarks or 

digital signatures. 

This chapter aims to provide a concise, and yet complete, picture of image forensics 

for the purpose of tampering detection. Section 3.2 discusses some underlying principles 

gen rally accepted in this research field. The existing variety of image forensic tools is 

rflvip.wp.c1 in Sp.C'tion 3.3 FI.ncl FI. sllmmary of t.hp. c.hapt.p.r is prp.sp.nt.p.c1 in Sp.C'.t,ion 3.4. 
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3.2 Basic Principles 

Image forensics is an incipient research field that has received an increasing amount of 

attention over the recent years3. Typically, these techniques work on the assumption 

that, even when it is difficult to tell by bare-eye examinations whether an image has 

been doctored, the distortions may alter the underlying statistics of the images. In 

practice, given the plethora of possible distortions an image may be subjected to, 

forensic evidence will rely on a diverse set of methods, instead of a single algorithm 

[5,77J. 

Some concerns have been expressed as to whether the evidence derived from forensic 

techniques is reliable enough, as some countermeasures could be developed to deceive 

the forensic algorithms [77, 78J. However, the countermeasures may leave traces that 

could be detected by alternative forensic algorithms, leading to a cat-and-mouse race 

between forensic and counter-forensic techniques. It is widely believed that such emerg-

ing competition framework will contribute to a clearer and realistic picture of the field, 

and motivate the development of a more robust set of forensic algorithms. The desir

able outcome is that the knowledge and computational resources required to develop 

and conduct effective attacks, capable of deceiving such algorithms, will increase mak

ing the generation of undetectable image forgeries more and more difficult, yet never 

impossible. 

3.3 Literature Review 

The diverse range of existing image forensic tools can be roughly divided into six groups, 

each of which will be separately addressed in this section. In an effort to provide a 

concise, yet complete, picture of this field, a representative set of the most effective 

methods will be reviewed in every group. Section 3.3.1 focuses on the problem of 

3The research group led by Prof. Farid has made a valuable effort to keep an up-to-date database 
that includes existing and emerging methods on image forensics. The database is available at: 
http://www.cs.dartmouth.edu/-farid/dfd/index.php/publications (August, 2009) 
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detecting regions cloned within the same image. Methods aimed at detecting traces of 

interpolation or splicing are described in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, respectively. Forensic 

tools designed to detect inconsistencies in the artifacts introduced by lossy compression 

or the optical imaging systems used in digital cameras are reviewed in Sections 3.3.4 and 

3.3.5, respectively. Finally, Section 3.3.6 describes techniques to identify inconsistencies 

in the lighting conditions of a doctored image. 

3.3.1 Detection of duplicates 

Perhaps one of the most common manipulations consists in concealing undesirable 

elements under a region of pixels copied from another part of the same image. In doing 

so, the replicated portion can be subjected to further distortions either to suit better 

the scene in the image or as an attempt to hamper the detection of the manipulation. 

Moreover, when designing a duplicate detector, additional post-processing operations, 

such as lossy compression, should be considered. 

Fridrich et al. [5] demonstrated that the excessive computational cost of an exhaus

tive search would limit its use for only small images. Hence, they proposed a method, 

whereby the DCT of overlapping blocks of pixels is computed first. Then, the block 

coefficients are lexicographically sorted to reduce the computational cost of the search 

phase. Finally, duplicates are identified by grouping pairs of similar blocks separated 

by the identical spatial offsets. In [76], the pixel blocks are mapped to a dimension

reduced representation by means of the principal component analysis (PCA), thereby 

reducing the computational cost of the search while improving its robustness against 

JPEG compression. In Luo et al. 's method [79], the colour components of every block 

are used to generate feature vectors robust to JPEG compression and additive white 

Gaussian noise (AWGN). In [80], the pixel blocks are sorted using a k-dimensional tree 

to improve the efficiency of the search. Alternative approaches have been proposed to 

detect duplicates that have undergone blur degradation, contrast changes or sophis

ticated retouching filters [81, 82]. However, the methods in [5, 76, 79-82] are very 
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sensitive to geometric changes in the duplicated areas. 

This concern was first addressed by Myna et al. [83]. Here, overlapping blocks of 

wavelet coefficients in the coarser sub-band of the lower resolution level are mapped to 

log-polar coordinates. The resulting blocks are lexicographically sorted and analysed 

to identify similar pairs. The formed pairs are iteratively filtered by discarding those 

that do not fulfil the similarity criterion in the subsequent wavelet resolution levels. 

Duplicates affected by rotation and scaling can be detected by this scheme. In Lin 

et al.'s scheme [84], overlapping blocks of pixels are mapped to luminance-dependent 

features. Then, a radix sort-based algorithm is proposed to perform an efficient search 

for similar feature vectors. Nevertheless, this method cannot cope with scaling or ro

tation by arbitrary angles (it only supports 90°, 180° and 270°). Wang et al. [85] 

extended the method in [79] to use circle blocks and a Gaussian pyramid decompo

sition in order to detect rotated duplicates. Nevertheless the system is sensitive to 

other common geometric distortions, such as reflection or scaling. In Bayram et al. 's 

method [86], the pixel blocks are mapped to rotation-invariant 1-D descriptors derived 

from the Fourier-Mellin Transform (FMT). Then, a hash function is applied at ev

ery descriptor to identify duplicates very quickly. Nonetheless, such a rigid detection 

mechanism makes the system too sensitive to rotations of more than 10°. Huang et al. 

[87] 'presented a different approach, whereby rotation/scaling-invariant descriptors are 

extracted from the image by means of the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT). 

Thus, the algorithm is confined to the search for pairs of similar descriptors, which are 

subsequently refined to produce a final set of key points. Other SIFT-based methods 

have been proposed in [88, 89]. Compared with Huang's scheme, these schemes also 

estimate the parameters of the geometric transformation between the duplicated ar

eas. Additionally, in [89], the estimated parameters are used to produce a transformed 

version of the image being analysed. Then, the areas of the duplicates are delimited 

by computing a correlation map between the two versions of the image. In Ryu et 

al.'s method [90], the Zernike moments of every pixel block are calculated to produce 
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a feature vector invariant to rotation. The resulting vector are then lexicographically 

sorted to find potential duplicates. However, neither scaled nor reflected duplicates can 

be detected by this method. 

3.3.2 Interpolation detection 

To create a convincing composite photograph, it is often necessary to rotate, shrink or 

stretch some elements in the image. In doing so, the altered pixels are mapped onto a 

different sampling lattice, thereby altering the statistics of the manipulated pixels in a 

detectable way. 

Popescu and Farid [91] investigated the correlations between the pixels in the im

age introduced by interpolation. The authors use the expectation/maximisation (EM) 

algorithm to estimate the probabilities of each pixel being correlated to its neighbours. 

These probabilities are collected in a probability map. Portions of the image that have 

been interpolated will produce some periodic patterns in the probability map, which 

can be identified as distinctive peaks in its frequency spectral representation obtained 

by means of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). The authors proposed an exhaustive 

mechanism to detect automatically such peaks in order to determine whether or not the 

analysed image contains interpolated areas. The detection performance is consistently 

high for uncompressed images. This method has been simplified without significantly 

compromising its detection performance in [92]. Gallagher [93] proposed a method to 

detect images that have been digitally zoomed. To this end, the author studied the 

periodic patterns introduced by low-order interpolation (e.g. bilinear or bicubic inter

polation) in the second derivative of the image. Then, a threshold-based algorithm 

was proposed to estimate the interpolation factor by identifying peaks in the frequency 

domain. However, neither rotation nor skewing is addressed in this method. Mahdian 

and Saic [94] provided an analytical framework to explain the periodic properties found 

in the covariance structure of interpolated images and their derivatives. The authors 

also proposed a detection mechanism, based on the Radon transform, that identifies 
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periodic elements of the derivative of the image by detecting peaks above a predefined 

threshold in the frequency domain. The detection performance of the methods in [91-

94J drops for images compressed with JPEG at quality factors below 95%. This is 

because the periodic patterns resulting from interpolation can be obliterated by the 

blocking artifacts introduced by JPEG compression. The methods described so far 

assume that the original image has never been compressed. 

Some counter-forensic techniques have been proposed to hide the traces of interpola

tion, thereby defeating the aforementioned detection mechanisms [77, 78, 95J. Nonethe-

less, as mentioned in Section 3.2, these attacks may leave traces that could be detected 

by other forensic tools. 

3.3.3 Splicing detection 

The following methods are aimed at detecting photomontages generated by digitally 

splicing portions copied from two or more images without post-processing, such as edge 

blurring. This manipulation is commonly regarded as splicing. 

The authors in [96J showed that the higher-order statistics of an image are usu

ally perturbed by splicing4. Based on this observation, Ng and Sun [96, 98J use a 

trained support vector machine (SVM) to detect the presence of splicing. This works 

by identifying abrupt discontinuities in features derived from the normalised bispec

trum (bicoherence) of the image, which measures the third-order correlation of three 

harmonically related Fourier frequencies in the image. In [99J, the authors presented 

a detection mechanism that works on the assumption that splicing may perturb the 

correlation among pixel values in the image. The algorithm maps the analysed image 

to a feature vector comprised of a set of statistical moments of characteristic functions 

and elements of Markov transition probability matrix. A trained SVM finally exam-

ines the resulting feature vector to determine whether the image is either authentic or 

spliced. Qu et al.'s [lOOJ method starts by identifying a set of "atypical" salient points 

4A previous work, in [97], yielded similar conclusions when analysing composites of human speech 
signals. 
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Figure 3.2: General framework of the JPEG compression algorithm. 

in the image, some of which are expected to be located somewhere along the boundaries 

of the spliced region. A set of feature vectors, each one derived from the window of 

pixels around one of the salient points, are finally analysed with a trained hierarchical 

classifier. 

3.3.4 Lossy compression-based approaches 

All image lossy compression algorithms (e.g. JPEG or JPEG2000) embody some type 

of quantisation step to reduce the entropy of the information, thereby yielding higher 

compression rates. For example, given a RGE image, the standard JPEG compression 

algorithm follows the framework illustrated in Figure 3.2 [101]. First, the image is 

converted into the luminance/chrominance space (YCbCr). The space resolution of the 

Cb and Cr components is reduced (down-sampling) and then the three channels are split 

into blocks of 8 x 8 pixels. Every block is then transformed to the nCT domain, followed 

by the quantisation of every coefficient, which depends on the desired quality factor. 

Finally, the coefficients are arranged and encoded using a lossless compression algorithm 

(a variant of Huffman coding). The quantisation step introduces characteristic blocking 

artifacts which can serve as evidence that some sort of manipulation has taken pace. 

Multiple JPEG quantisation 

Consider a typical digital camera that stores the captured photographs in JPEG format. 

One of these images could be doctored and then re-saved using a different JPEG quality 

factor. The double JPEG compression introduces distinctive patterns in the histograms 

of nCT coefficients [102, 103] and alters the distribution of the first digits of the nCT 

blocks [104]. Based on these observations, various effective mechanisms have been 
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proposed to detect the presence of double JPEG compression and estimate the primary 

quantisation table (i.e. the quantisation table used by the camera) [102-107J. It is 

important to note that the existence of double JPEG compression does not necessarily 

prove malicious manipulations, as the image could have been re-saved in JPEG format 

without the intention of changing the semantic meaning of the content. However, these 

forensic techniques could provide valuable insights into the history of an image, e.g. 

the authenticity of images presented as evidence in court could be denied if traces of 

double JPEG compression are found [108J. 

Some counter-forensics techniques have been proposed to compensate the distortion 

introduced by double JPEG compression by means of additive noise with an specific 

distribution [109, 110J. However, whether these attacks leave detectable traces is still 

an open problem. 

Inconsistencies in JPEG blocking artifacts 

To balance the trade-off between the size and the quality of the captured images, digi

tal cameras produced by different manufacturers typically employ a distinctive JPEG 

quantisation table [111, 112J. For that reason, the introduced blocking artifacts also 

vary from camera to camera. Thus, a forgery image generated as a composite of two 

or more portions of JPEG compressed images will likely exhibit inconsistencies in the 

blocking artifacts, which can be be detected to expose the forgery. Another source of 

detectable inconsistencies in the blocking artifacts can be introduced by conventional 

retouching tools, re-sampling, filtering, etc. 

In [113, 114J the authors noted that the typical shape of a DCT coefficient his

togram of a tampered image can be viewed as the sum of two histograms with different 

distributions; one of the histograms describes the properties of the genuine blocks while 

the other describes the properties of the altered blocks. The authors accumulate the 

probabilities estimated using all the DCT coefficient histograms of every block to calcu

late a block posterior probability map (BPPM) by means of a Bayesian approach. The 
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resulting BPPM is finally analysed with a trained SVM to decide whether the image 

has been tampered and, if so, produce a localisation map to identify the altered blocks. 

Luo et al. [115J characterise the JPEG blocking artifacts by calculating the difference 

among adjacent pixel values within each block and across the boundaries of neigh

bouring blocks; the differences are typically smaller within the blocks. A trained SVM 

is used to discriminate between the typical blocking artifacts introduced by a single 

JPEG compression and atypical artifacts resulting from cropping and re-compression. 

Nonetheless, the tampered regions are not localised by this method. Ye et al. [116J 

proposed a fast algorithm to calculate the JPEG quantisation table using the second 

derivative of the frequency spectrum of the nCT coefficient histograms. The estimated 

quantisation table is used to calculate a blocking artifact measure (BAM) for every 

nCT block in the image. Significant variations in the BAM are regarded as traces of 

tampering. Kirchner and Gloe [117J analysed the situation where the original image 

was JPEG compressed before the tampering took place. In this scenario, the forgery 

image can be deliberately re-compressed to generate a second set of JPEG periodic 

artifacts. Thus, portions of the forgery image that have been scaled will exhibit shifted 

versions of the JPEG peaks in the frequency spectrum of the probability maps, which 

can be readily identified using a tailored version of the detector in [92J. Nonetheless, 

the detection capabilities of the scheme are limited to scaling. 

3.3.5 Camera-based approaches 

An image captured with a conventional digital camera undergoes a series of processing 

stages, which unwittingly introduce a distinctive fingerprint into the image which can 

be examined in a forensic fashion to detect manipulations. 

Camera response function 

When a digital camera captures an image, the irradiance received by the charge-coupled 

device (CCn) sensor is mapped to a pixel value. The mapping, known as the camera 
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response function (CRF) , is commonly used to enhance the image, thereby introducing 

some non-linearity among adjacent pixels. Lin et ai. [118] starts by describing the 

typical properties of the CRF from a collection of non-tampered images. The detection 

algorithm works on a set of patches of pixels manually selected along the edges of 

regions suspected to be part of a spliced portion. A trained SVM is then used to 

identify images that exhibit significant inconsistencies in the CRFs estimated from 

each patch. Nonetheless, the detection performance relies on the ability of the user 

to select a correct set of patches. In [119], the analysed image is manually segmented 

into three regions corresponding to the reliable region (assumed to be genuine), the 

suspicious region (spliced area) and a region containing the splicing boundary. A feature 

vector derived from the CRF estimated for the each region is analysed by a SVM that 

classifies authentic and spliced images. This method has been extended to overcome 

the dependency of the manual selection by incorporating an automated segmentation 

mechanism [120]. 

Demosaicking 

Colour images are typically represented as a combination of three colour components, 

namely red, green and blue. Many commercial cameras are equipped with a single 

CCD and use a colour filter array (CFA) to capture colour. A CFA can be seen as a 

mosaic of colour filters (red, green and blue), with a specific arrangement, placed on a 

grid of photo-sensors. Each photo-sensor captures only one colour component for each 

pixel location. The two missing colour components of each pixel are estimated from 

its neighbouring samples, using a mechanism commonly referred to as demosaicking or 

CFA interpolation. This process introduces a periodical correlation among groups of 

pixels in the three colour channels. Popescu and Farid [91] investigated the effects of 

various demosaicking techniques and used an EM algorithm to estimate the probabilities 

of each pixel being correlated to its neighbours. The probabilities are used to form a 

probability map that is analysed in the Fourier domain to identify possible peaks -
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a by-product of demosaicking. The absence of the traces of demosaicking in local 

regions of the image can be considered an evidence of manipulation. Gallagher and 

Chen [121] showed that demosaicking introduces a periodical pattern in the variance 

of pixels along a diagonal in a local neighbourhood, which can be efficiently detected 

in the frequency domain. The method can effectively identify regions that lack of such 

periodical patterns, which are deemed altered. 

Some techniques have been proposed to introduce synthetic traces of demosaicking 

as an attempt to deceive the detection methods described above [122,123]. Nonetheless, 

this will likely motivate the design of new detection tools to overcome these attacks. 

Chromatic aberration 

Another imperfection of the optical imaging systems that can be exploited for foren

sic purposes, which is termed chromatic aberration, occurs because of the inability of 

lens to focus light of all wavelengths (colours) to the same point on the sensor. Chro

matic aberration manifests itself in two forms: longitudinal and lateral. Longitudinal 

chromatic aberration results in differences in the focal planes for different wavelengths. 

Lateral chromatic aberration (LCA) results in different wavelengths being projected to 

slightly different locations of the sensor; the separation increases as the distance from 

the -optical axis increases. Johnson and Farid [124] estimated the parameters of the 

global LCA at the sub-pixel level using a brute-force mechanism. Then, the detection 

algorithm scans the image to identify significant inconsistencies in local regions, which 

are considered evidence of manipulation. To reduce the computational cost of this 

method, Gloe et al. [125] proposed to estimate the parameters of the global LCA using 

the displacement vectors calculated for different local regions in the image. 

The main limitation of these methods is that they work on the assumption that 

the tampered region is sufficiently small not to interfere with the estimation of the 

global LCA. Moreover, more robust models of the LCA are necessary to consider the 

complex characteristics of the modern lens systems, in some cases combined with optical 
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stabilisers, which may disturb the LeA in a manner that cannot be predicted with the 

existing models [125J. 

3.3.6 Inconsistencies on lighting conditions 

It is often difficult to generate a photomontage, because the lighting conditions of 

objects or people taken from different photographs do not match perfectly. Johnson and 

Farid [126J worked on the algorithm proposed in [127J, which allows them ·to estimate the 

direction of a point light source from a single image, i.e. without the knowledge of the 3-

D surface. After manually selecting specific parts along the silhouette of the individual 

objects, the light source is estimated and compared to reveal possible inconsistencies. 

Reported results demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach in environments with 

a single (or dominant) directional light source, e.g. outdoors photographs on a clear 

sunny day. This model has been extended, in [128J, for complex lighting environments 

including multiple light sources or diffuse lighting conditions. In [129J, the authors use 

the bright spot light (known as specular highlight) in the eyes of people in the scene 

to estimate the direction of the light source. If the light source estimated for different 

people in the photograph is inconsistent, the image is deemed a fake. 

3.4 Summary and Discussion 

The emerging field of image forensics describes mechanisms capable of detecting traces 

of tampering in digital images, in the absence of watermarks of digital signatures. 

Typically, such mechanisms work on the assumption that the manipulations would alter 

the underlying statistics of the images, which can be detected to expose a counterfeit. 

Due to the huge number of possible image distortions, forensic evidence will be 

collected from a diverse arsenal of methods, rather than from a single algorithm. The 

set of image forensic tools reviewed in this chapter is summarised below: 

• Methods to detect duplicated regions within the same image: [5, 76, 79-90J. 
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• Methods to detect traces of interpolation introduced by some geometric trans

formations commonly used when creating a composite of images: [91-94, 117]. 

Counter-forensic mechanisms to hide the traces of interpolation: [77, 78, 95]. 

• Methods to detect traces of splicing: [96, 98-100]. 

• Methods to identify inconsistencies in the artifacts introduced by lossy compres

sion: [102-107, 113-116]. Counter-forensic techniques to compensate the distor

tion introduced by double JPEG compression: [109, 110]. 

• Methods to identify inconsistencies in the distortions introduced by optical imag

ing systems used in digital cameras: [91, 118-121, 124, 125]. Counter-forensic 

attacks to introduce synthetic traces of demosaicking: [122, 123] . 

• Methods to identify inconsistencies in lighting conditions: [126-129]. 

Image forensics is a nascent field with a promising potential to restore some of 

people's trust in digital images. The challenges ahead include the development of 

more robust detection mechanisms, as well as mechanisms to detect possible traces of 

manipulation introduced by some counter-forensic techniques proposed recently. 

As pointed out, in Section 3.3.1, many schemes aimed at detecting duplicates within 

the same image are too sensitive to geometric changes in the replicated areas. Although 

some methods have been recently proposed to address this problem, none of them deal 

with reflection, rotation and scaling in a comprehensive manner. In Chapter 6, an 

automated detection method, that effectively identifies duplicated regions affected by 

this set of geometric transformations, is presented. 
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Chapter 4 

Secure Fragile Watermarking 

Method with Improved 

Localisation 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the block-wise method proposed by Fridrich [20] is revisited as a suit

able solution for the shortcomings resulting from protecting every single image, in a 

large data-set, using a different watermarking key. The security limitations of Fridrich's 

method against brute force attacks, especially in applications where higher localisation 

accuracy is required, are pointed out. Then, a method capable of enhancing the local

isation accuracy, while hindering brute force attacks, is proposed. 

Distinguishing among images obtained with the same capturing device is essen

tial for security-related applications, such as surveillance cameras. To elaborate on this 

problem, consider two images that have been captured by the same hypothetical CCTV 

camera: Figure 4.1(a), captured at a time tl, just a few seconds before a crime was 

committed, and Figure 4.1(b), captured at a different time t2' The image in Figure 

4.1 (b) could be, either accidentally or maliciously, presented as evidence in trial. More-
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 4.1: Images captured from an hypothetical CCTV camera and two possible 
counterfeits . (a) Image captured at time tl ' (b) Image captured at time t 2' (c) and 
(d) represent two possible counterfeits . 

over, an adversary that have access to the two images could produce a counterfeit , such 

as those illustrated in Figures 4. 1(c) and 4.1(d). Accepting any of these three images 

as valid evidence in court may lead to wrong conviction or acquittal. 

Most of the fragile watermarking methods reviewed in Chapter 2, can cope effec-

tively with this problem, as long as every image is watermarked using a different key. 

Nonetheless, keeping track of the secret key associated to every single image may be-

come increasingly difficult as the number of captured images grows - i.e. a conventional 

CCTV camera produces over 2 million images every day when operating at 32 frames 

per second (fps). Fridrich 's approach [20] provides an elegant solution to this problem, 

as the same key can be used to watermark various images, each one associated to a 

different image index. Nevertheless, in the present investigation, it has been found 

that this method can become susceptible to brute force attacks in applications wherein 

higher localisation is required . To elucidate on this problem, the steps followed by 

Fr'idrich 's algorithm to watermark a block of 8 x 16 pixels, denoted as X p , will be 

reproduced below. 

1. Encode a 128-bit string dp recalling the structure in Figure 2.2. 

2. Compute a 128-bit string, wp = H(Xp) EEl dp, where 71.(-) is a cryptographic hash 

function, EEl denotes the XOR operator, Xp = 2 l2- 1 XpJ and l x J is the floor 
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function that maps x to the largest integer less than or equal to x. 

3. Encrypt wp to get a new 128-bit string, ep = £(wp, k), where £(.) is a symmetrical 

encryption function and k is a secret key. 

4. Form an 8 x 16 binary matrix Dp with the bits in ep and compute a watermarked 

block as, X; = Xp + Dp. 

Observe that, for an altered block, say Za =f X p , to go unnoticed, the following 

equations must be satisfied, 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

where Za = 2l2-1 ZaJ. Hence, the main challenge, for an attacker, is to generate a hash 

collision - i.e. a block Za that satisfies Equation (4.1). Observe, however, that this 

can be attempted blindly, without the knowledge of the key k. Once a hash collision 

has been found, the LSBs of Za can be readily replaced with the LSBs of Xp to fulfil 

Equation (4.2) . 

. Finding a hash collision is known to be computationally infeasible because of the 

properties of cryptographic hash functions. Nevertheless, according to the well-known 

birthday paradox, brute force attacks could become viable when the block-size is suffi

ciently small [130]. For example, for a block-size of 8 x 8, roughly 232 attempts would 

be necessary to find a couple of blocks that satisfy Equation (4.1), which is achievable 

with existing technology. The lack of flexibility of the authentication structure, in Fig

ure 2.2, poses another limitation that renders this system unsuitable for applications 

where higher localisation accuracy is required. For example, it is not clear how the 

authentication structure should be rearranged to suit a block-size, say of 8 x 8. 

These concerns are addressed in this chapter, which is structured as follows. A 
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scheme is presented in Section 4.2, whereby higher localisation accuracy can be achieved 

without compromising the security against brute force attacks. The proposed scheme 

takes a different approach to verification, where blocks are collectively authenticated, 

after identifying significant concurrences in the messages extracted from every single 

block. Section 4.3 elaborates on the distortion and the security of the scheme, with an 

emphasis on how brute force attacks are effectively thwarted. Additionally, a reliable 

protocol is presented to resolve possible doubts about the source and/or the integrity 

of a host image. In the experimental results reported in Section 4.4, the proposed 

method is compared with five existing methods, in terms of localisation performance in 

presence of a various types of attacks. Finally, the chapter is summarised and concluded 

in Section 4.5. 

4.2 Proposed Scheme 

To enhance the localisation accuracy, while hindering brute force attacks, the hash 

function is computed over the secret key together with the pixel block. Additionally, 

a different approach to verification is presented to eliminate the need for duplicated 

data in the structure embedded in each block. Instead, the authenticator goes through 

the bit strings extracted from all the blocks to identify significant concurrences, which 

are subsequently employed to authenticate every single block. As a result, Fridrich's 

scheme has been enhanced to provide: 

• Automated detection and localisation - Any manipulation can be detected and 

properly localised in a single automatic verification stage. 

• Higher security - The structure embedded in each block, illustrated in Figure 4.2, 

involves no duplicated data (compare with Figure 2.2). Section 4.3.2 discusses 

how this increases the security of the scheme. 

• Logo-based authentication - The pixels of a binary logo are spread over the LSB 

of the embedded authentication structure. Although, strictly speaking, this is 
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unique index logo 

1011...01001001 111 

mid. bits 1 bit 

Figure 4.2: Watermarking structure encoded for each block in the proposed scheme. 

not an essential requirement for authentication, "meaningful" watermarks - e.g. 

logos - can be beneficial for non-technical users [131]. For example, in a judicial 

enquiry, an extracted logo may help to convince the jury about the original source 

of an image. 

• Flexible localisation accuracy and distortion boundaries - the localisation accu

racy requirements, as well as the allowed embedding distortion, may vary from 

application to application. Thus, watermarking schemes with such an adaptabil-

ity can be suitable for more applications. Both the block-size and the length 

of the authentication message can be easily adjusted, at the expense of increas

ing/decreasing the security of the proposed scheme. 

The general framework will be introduced, before proceeding with the details of 

the proposed scheme. To thwart VQ attacks, every single block is watermarked with a 

unique index along with a bit of a user-defined binary logo by employing a secret key. 

A possible application scenario is depicted in Figure 4.3 (the watermark embedding 

system can be hard-wired within the camera). The unique index is comprised of the 

serial number of the camera and an image index. Having received the secret key from a 

secure channel, the verification system automatically localises possible distortions in the 

extracted logo and discloses the retrieved image index. The unique index is not required 

at the verification process, as it is assumed that the user does not necessarily keep track 

of the image index associated to every single image!. Furthermore, the same secret key 

can be employed to authenticate various images, provided that a distinct image index is 

associated to every single image. In fact, the maximum number of images watermarked 

lSelf-descriptive image indices, such as timestamps, could be obviously advantageous. 
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Figure 4.3: Practical scenario for the proposed scheme. A unique index, associated to 
each host image, is comprised of the serial number of the camera and an image index. 

with the same key depends on the number of bits allocated for the image index in the 

authentication structure (Figure 4.2). 

4.2.1 Embedding scheme 

Consider an nl x n2 grey-scale image X, which is divided into non-overlapping blocks of 

ml X m2 pixels. Let Xp denote the p-th block in the image, for p = 1, ... , (nln2/mbw), 

where mbw = ml m2 is the total number of pixels in each block. 

Consider a binary logo L of size (ndml) x (n2/m2), where Lp E {a, 1} denotes the 

p-th element in the logo. Let 'Px be a serial number and {)x be an image index. The 

bits in 'P X and {) x are concatenated to form the unique index, whose length, in bits, 

will be denoted by J-Lx (it is assumed that J-Lx < mbw)' 

The steps below are repeated to watermark every single block Xp: 

1. Encode a binary structure as, 

Wp = 'P X II {) X II Lp , (4.3) 

where" denotes concatenation of bits. 

2. Compute a bit string, of length (J-Lx + 1), as, 
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(4.4) 

where Xp = 2L2-1XpJ. The secret key k is a bit string whose length can be 

adjusted to satisfy the security requirements of the application. 

3. Compute, dp = hp E9 wp. 

4. Spread the bits in dp over the LSB of the first (/-lx + 1) pixels in Xp. 

All the watermarked blocks are assembled together to form a watermarked image 

XW. Observe that the structures encoded for any arbitrary pair of blocks, say WI> and 

Waf, will only differ in their LSB. This situation is exploited at the verification stage. 

Furthermore, note that the secret key k is an input of the hash function in Equation 

(4.4). Even though, a similar idea has been explored in [24], Section 4.3.3 elaborates 

on how this mechanism can hinder brute force attacks. 

4.2.2 Extraction scheme 

Let Y be an input n~ x n~ image, which is divided in non-overlapped blocks of ml x m2 

pix~ls, where Yp denotes the p-th block, for p = 1, ... ,my, where my = (n~n~/mbw) 

is the total number of blocks in Y. The following steps describe how to retrieve a bit 

string w~ from every single block Yp. 

1. Encode a bit string d~ by concatenating the LSB of the first (/-lx + 1) pixels in 

Yp. 

2. Compute the bit string, of length (/-lX + 1), as, 

(4.5) 

where Yp = 2L2-1YpJ and k' is the key provided to the extraction process. 
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3. Retrieve the authentication bit string as w' = h' CD d' 'p P I:J7 p' 

Once an authentication bit string has been retrieved from every single block, proceed 

with the following verification scheme. 

4.2.3 Verification scheme 

Let B be the set that contains all the blocks in Y, i.e., 

Split B into disjoint subsets BI, B2, ... , such that the same bit string WI is retl;ieved 

from all the blocks in B 1, W2 from the blocks in B2 and so forth. 

Consider the case where Y is a watermarked, possibly altered, image - i.e. Y ~ XW 

- and the correct key is provided to the extraction process. In this scenario, two 

authentication bit strings, say wa and wal, are expected to be identical except for their 

LSB. Furthermore, the cardinality of the sets Ba and Bal is expected to be significantly 

greater than the rest of the subsets, i.e. 'iit-a,al IBa U Ball » IBd. Without loss of 

generality, it will be assume that wa is the bit string whose LSB is nought. Thus, if 

IBa U Ball> 1bw, where '7bw > 1 is a predefined threshold, the intensity value of the 

p-th element of a bitmap is encoded as, 

0 if w' = wa p 

L' -p- 255 if w' = Wal p 
(4.6) 

128 otherwise 

Note that tampered blocks are encoded with a different intensity value (128) to ease 

user inspection. Additionally, the /-Lx MSBs of Wa, identical to the /-Lx MSBs of wal, 

are decomposed into the serial number and the image index to report them to the user. 

If the block-size is large enough (see Section 4.3.2), the cardinality of all the subsets 

in a non-watermarked, or thoroughly tampered, image is expected to be less than the 
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predefined threshold, i.e. Vi IBil < '7bw' In this case, the detector deems the image 

non-watermarked with the key k' (a wrong key could have been used). 

An especial scenario occurs when more than one pair of authentication bit strings, 

say Wa, wal, and, Wb, Wbl, are pair-wise identical except for their LSB. Additionally, 

the cardinality of the union of each pair of sets is greater than the threshold, i.e. 

IBa U Ball> '7bw and IBb U Bbll > '7bw. Under these circumstances, a different bitmap 

can be encoded for each pair of authentication bit strings by employing Equation (4.6). 

Observe that the method thwarts VQ attacks, as the serial number 'Px, the image 

index 7'Jx and the block index p, together deter the creation of VQ code-books. Fur-

thermore, the system is capable of providing one or more bitmaps for user inspection, 

as well as a report including the integrity of the host image, the retrieved serial number 

and the image index. All these features can be obtained even without the image index 

of the received image. 

4.3 Analysis 

The distortion induced by the embedding method is analysed in this section, along 

with the security of the whole scheme. Additionally, a reliable protocol is proposed to 

resolve possible disputes about the source or integrity of a host image. 

4.3.1 Distortion 

The worst case scenario will be analysed to assess the distortion inflicted on host images. 

In such scenario, the LSB of the (/-Lx + 1) pixels in each block are altered by the 

embedding process. In such a situation, the MSE of a watermarked image, X
W

, with 

respect to the original one, X, would be, 

(4.7) 

Hence, the PSNR of a host image will always be, 
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(mlm2max~) PSNR 2:: 10logl0 /LX + 1 ' (4.8) 

where maxx, typically set to be 255, is the maximum possible value in X. 

4.3.2 Security 

For the following analysis, it will be assumed that the output of H{·) is drawn from a 

uniform distribution. This is, indeed, a well-known property of standard cryptographic 

hash functions, e.g. the standard algorithms MD5 [132] or SHA [133]. 

The probability that a manipulation will go unnoticed by the detector will be deter

mined first. Let EI be the event that the /Lx MSBs of the bit string extracted f,rom a 

tampered block, ZPI' is identical to the /LX MSBs of the bit string originally embedded 

into the genuine block X~, provided that ZPI =1= X~. The probability that the event 

EI occurs is PEl = 2-f.lx. Let Xl be a random variable that indicates the number 

of occurrences of E I . Thus, the probability that TJ altered blocks will be mistaken for 

genuine blocks can be defined as, 

~ ~ 1 1 
Px (Xl ='Tl) = IIpE =II-=-

I ./ I 2f.lX 2~f.lx 
i=I i=I 

(4.9) 

. To determine the likelihood that a non-watermarked image will be deemed genuine, 

consider a bit string, say Wa , extracted from an arbitrary block, say Yp1 , in a non-

watermarked image. Let E2 denote the event that the /Lx MSBs of the bit string 

extracted from another block, say Yp2' is identical to the /Lx MSBs of Wa , provided that 

PI =1= P2· In accordance with the well-known birthday paradox [134], the probability 

that E2 will occur is given by, 

2f.lX 
PE (2f.lX my) - 1 - -:-::-----:-::----

2 , - (2f.lX _ my)! 2f.lx my 
(4.10) 

Let E3 be the event that the /Lx MSBs of the bit string retrieved from another 

block matches the /Lx MSBs of wa' The probability that E3 will occur is PE3 = 2-f.lx. 
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Figure 4.4: Influence of the total number of blocks over the definition of the threshold. 
false positive probability empirically computed in 956 images of different sizes (dashed 
lines); solid lines represent the theoretical values. . 

Let X3 be a random variable that indicates the number of occurrences of the event E3 . 

Recall that a non-watermarked image will be regarded as genuine only if the event E3 

occurs at least 'Tbw times. Therefore, the probability that the E3 will occur, at least, 

'Tbw times can be modelled as the remainder of a cumulative binomial distribution [135J, 

P i (1 _ P )my-i 
£3 £3 , (4.11) 

where, 

(
mY) my 

i = i! (my - i)! ' 

is the binomial coefficient - i.e. the possible ordered sequences of i blocks out of my. 

Thus, the probability that a non-watermarked image will be regarded as genuine is, 

(4.12) 
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From Equation (4.11), it is clear that the definition of the authentication threshold, 

7bw, is important to keep a low probability of falsely validating a non-watermarked 

image. However, this probability increases as the number of blocks raises. To better 

illustrate this fact, the detector was set up to use blocks of 4 x 4 pixels2 . Then, a data 

set of 956 non-watermarked images were submitted for authentication. The data set 

included images of size: 1600 x 1200, 1024 x 1024, 1024 x 768 and 800 x 600. Figure 

4.4 shows the probability of falsely validating a non-watermarked image empirically 

computed for each image-size (dashed lines), compared with the theoretical values 

estimated by Equation (4.12) (solid lines). Observe that, for an image sized 800 x 600, 

the probability of false validation would be roughly 4 x 10-5 if the threshold were set to 

be 7 (approximately 0.025% of the total number of blocks). To achieve a comparable 

probability of false validation of an image sized 1600 x 1200, the threshold should be 

set to be 14 (approximately 0.012% of the total number of blocks). In the experiments 

presented in Section 4.4, the probability of false validation was estimated to be virtually 

zero, as the threshold was set to be 0.1% of the total number of blocks (this can be 

calculated using Equation (4.12)). 

4.3.3 Hindering brute force attacks 

To' demonstrate that finding a hash collision is insufficient to perform a successful 

attack, consider an arbitrary watermarked block, say X;;' (recall the embedding scheme 

in Section 4.2.1). For an altered block, say Zb -=1= X;;" to go undetected, the following 

equations must be satisfied, 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

2Even though this block-size would be too insecure for any practical application, it was chosen for 

mere illustrative purposes. 
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where ha = 1i(k, X;::, a). We will disregard the restriction stated in Equation (4.14), 

as it can be readily circumvented. Furthermore, it is assumed that the secret key k 

is unknown for attackers. This is a reasonable assumption, as, otherwise, k could be 

employed to watermark any image without the consent of the legitimate watermark 

owner. Since ha and a can be easily determined from a host image, a brute force 

approach could be attempted to find both a key k' and a block Zb such that, 

(4.15) 

To fulfil Equation (4.13) though, it is necessary that, 

(4.16) 

Nevertheless, because of the properties of cryptographic functions, whenever k' =I k, 

the probability that Equation (4.16) holds is 2-f./,x. This is equivalent to the probability 

that an arbitrary distortion will go undetected (recall Section 4.3.2). 

Evidently, the security of the proposed scheme relies on the strength and secrecy of 

the key k. The only option would be to exhaustively search through the key space to 

discover k. However, such an alternative would be utterly unfeasible if the length of 

k - i.e. the key space - is chosen to be sufficiently large. This is because, by analogy 

with symmetric cryptographic systems, the number of attempts necessary to find the 

correct key by brute force attacks is expected to be half of the size of the key space. 

For example, if k is a string of 1024 bits, it is expected that, on average, an exhaustive 

search would find the key after 21023 trials [130J. 

4.3.4 A reliable and flexible protocol 

The reliability of private authentication methods can be questioned because of some 

flaws in the protocol. For example, consider the case where an image is presented in 

court as evidence to implicate a person in a crime. The defence could claim that the 
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Figure 4.5: Proposed protocol for reliable authentication. 

owner of the camera deliberately manipulated the image to embroil the suspect and 

then embedded the fragile watermark to make it to appear genuine. Such an allegation 

would be legitimate if it is considered that the owner of the camera is the only person 

who knows the secret key. This problem has been addressed for fingerprinting [136J. 

In the protocol proposed in [20J, the secret key is physically wired in each camera, 

together with the watermark embedding system. Moreover, the serial number of each 

camera, and its corresponding secret key, are kept in a verification centre aimed to 

resolve any doubts about the origin and/or the integrity of an image. This protocol 

turns out to be impractical when the block-size is reduced, as the number of possible 

distinct image indices can be small. 

To address this concern, the protocol depicted in Figure 4.5 is proposed. The serial 

number of each camera, and its associated secret key, are kept in a trusted third party. 

Such a key is physically wired at the camera and will never change. Additionally, the 

owner of the camera chooses a secret key, which can be conveniently updated from time 

to time. To deploy this protocol, Equations (4.4) and (4.5) are replaced with, 

( 4.17) 
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and, 

(4.18) 

respectively, where kc is the key associated with the camera and ka is the user's key. 

4.4 Experimental Results 

In the following experiments, the system was set to use a block-size of 8 x 8, using 

authentication structures of 64 bits. The bit string retrieved from the standard SHA-

256 hash function was trimmed off to 64 bits and the authentication threshold was set 

to '1bw = 3; roughly 0.1% of the total number of blocks in the 512 x 512 test images 

shown in Figure 4.6(a) and 4.6(b). The same secret key, and distinct image indices, 

were used to watermark the test images with the logos depicted in Figures 4.6(c) and 

4.6(d). The PSNR measures between the watermarked images, in Figures 4.6(e) and 

4.6(f), and the original images were greater than 51 dB in both cases. 

To assess the localisation performance, both the true positive rate (TPR) and the 

true negative rate (TNR), will be calculated, 

TPR = rr;, and, TNR = rr;: , (4.19) 

where TP and TN are the number of pixels correctly deemed altered and genuine 

(by the detector), respectively, while P and N are the actual number of altered and 

genuine pixels (in the ground truth), respectively. For the sake of clarity, the TPR 

will be referred to as detection performance and the TNR as validation performance. 

Observe that the ideal localisation would include both a perfect detection performance 

(TPR=l) and a perfect validation performance (TNR=l). 
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(a) (b) 

~ 
(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

Figure 4.6: Original 512 x 512 test images, embedded logos and images watermarked 
with the proposed scheme. (a) F-16 image. (b) Waterfront image. (c) Logo embedded 
in (a) to obtain the watermarked image in (e). (d) Logo embedded in (b) to get the 
watermarked version in (f). 

4.4.1 Localisation performance 

The following experiments were conducted on various schemes reviewed in Section 

2.5. For the sake of brevity however, only the re ults of the schemes that showed a 

better performance in each block-wise dependence type will be presented (recall the 

classification presented in Section 2.4): Li and Si 's [29], He et al.'s [30] and Fridrich's 

[20] methods (Types 1, 2 and 3, respectively). To illustrate the limitations of these 

schemes when the same key is used to authenticate various images, both test images 

were watermarked using identical keys. The set-up suggested by the authors of each 

method was adopted. It is important to mention that tampered regions detected by Li 

an Si's method are originally encoded as noise-like areas in the output bitmap. This 
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makes it difficult to conduct a fair comparison, as the validation performance achieved 

by this method would always be assessed to be around 0.5. To overcome this situation , 

a dilation (morphological operation) was applied on every bitmap encoded by Li and 

Si's method. Thus, the detection performance increased significantly, at the expense of 

slightly reducing its validation performance. 

Conventional distortions 

The following manipulations are not aimed at hindering the localisation performance of 

the detector. These are the kind of distortions expected when the attacker is unaware 

of the fragile watermarking mechanism. To exemplify a conventional distortion, the 

contour of the jet was manually delineated by employing the image editing software 

Gimp, as shown in Figure 4.7(a). Results obtained with Li and Si's system, after the 

dilation3 , are shown in Figure 4.7(b). The scheme achieved almost a perfect detection 

performance, while 95% of the authentic pixels were effectively validated. As illustrated 

in Figure 4.7(c), using He et al.'s method, almost every single authentic pixel was prop

erly validated, while 87% of the manipulated pixels were correctly identified. Figure 

4.7(d) shows the results achieved with Fridrich's scheme. In contrast to the preceding 

methods, Fridrich's approach places a great emphasis in the detection performance: it 

managed to identify all the manipulated pixels and validate 92% of the genuine pixels. 

In Figure 4.7(e) however, observe that the proposed method achieved a more accurate 

localisation, as the percentage of authentic pixels correctly validated increased by 5%, 

in comparison with Fridrich's results, without compromising the detection performance. 

Inner-copy-and-paste attack 

The background in the F-16 image was replaced with periodical duplicates of the upper

left block of pixels, as depicted in Figure 4.8(a). Figure 4.8(b) shows the results obtained 

with Li and Si's method: nearly all of the altered pixels were effectively identified, 

3Results without the dilation: TRP=0.48 and TNR=O.97. 
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(a) 

(d) TPR= l.O 
TNR= O.92 

(b) TPR= O.99 
T R= O.95 

(c) TPR=O.87 
TNR=O.99 

IJoL 
~ 

(e) TPR= l.O 
T R= O.97 

Figure 4.7: Conventional distortion. (a) Image manipulated with a conventional image 
editing oftware. Authentication bitmaps retrieved with (b) Li and Si 's, (c) He et al.'s, 
(d) Fridrich 's methods, and (e) the proposed scheme. 

while 86% of the authentic pixels were correctly validated. A hown in Figure 4. (c) , 

although He et al.'s scheme managed to identify virtually 9 out of every 10 of the 

tampered pixels, the validation performance is very poor. This problem , however , arises 

not because of the type of attack, but as a consequence of the large portion of tampered 

pixels. Results for Fridrich 's and the proposed method are presented in Figures 4.8(d) 

and 4.8(e) , respectively (the black and white regions in Figure 4.8(e) correspond to 

successfully retrieved portions of the embedded logo). Both schemes achieved a perfect 

detection performance, but the proposed method outperformed Fridrich 's scheme by 

0.1 in terms of validation performance. 
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(d) TPR= l.O 
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Figure 4.8: Inner-copy-and-past attack. 
bitmaps retrieved with (b) Li and Si's, (c) 
(e) the proposed scheme. 

Outer-copy-and-paste attack 

(e) TPR= l.O 
TNR= O.85 

(a) Counterfeit image. Authentication 
He et al.'s , (d) Fridrich's methods, and 

The F-16 jet was copied to the same location in the Waterfront image to form a coun-

terfeit as in Figure 4.9(a). Results obtained with Li and Si's method are presented in 

Figure 4.9(b) . Since the same key has been used to watermark the two images, the ver-

ification system is capable of only identifying the distortions that occurred all over the 

contour of the jet. Indeed , observe that the authentication bitmaps in Figures 4.7(b) 

and 4.9(b) exhibit remarkable similarities, even though the corrupted regions in Fig-

ures 4.7(a) and 4.9(a) are greatly distinct. Figure 4.9(c) shows that He et al.' method 

managed to detect 91% of the tampered pixels and validate 98% of the genuine pixels. 

The automatic verification mechani m in Fridrich 's method detected the distortions all 

over the contour of the jet, as in Li and Si's method. However , after scrutinising the 

bit strings extracted from every single block, it was possible to encode the bitmap in 
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(a) 

(d) TPR=l.O 
TNR= 0.96 

(b) TPR=0.18 
TNR= 0.97 

(e) TPR=l.O 
TNR = 0.98 

(c) TPR=0.91 
TNR=0.98 

(f) 

Figure 4.9: Outer-copy-and-paste attack. (a) Counterfeit image. Authentication 
bitmaps retrieved with (b) Li and Si's, (c) He et al.'s, (d) Fridrich's methods. (e) 
and (f) bitmaps retrieved with the proposed scheme. 

Figure 4.9(d). The proposed method automatically retrieved the two bitmaps in Figure 

4.9(e) and 4.9(f) , together with their respective image index. Results show that the 

proposed system managed to validate a slightly higher proportion of genuine pixels, 

compared with Fridrich 's method . 

4.4.2 Embedding distortion 

Using 900 images, sized 480 x 640, from the Caltech-256 data-set [137]' as test im

ages, the propo ed method was compared , in terms of embedding di tortion, with t he 

following schemes: 

• Celik et ai. [28] (Type 1) , 

• Li and Si [29] (Type 1) . 
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of embedding distortion. 

• Lin et al. [68] (Type 2). 

• He et al. [30] (Type 2). 

• Fridrich's [20] (Type 3). 

Every test image was watermarked with each method and its PSNR was computed. 

A histogram with the resulting PSNR values is shown in Figure 4.10. As expected, 

Lin et al.'s method induced a higher distortion, as it allocates the watermark in the 2 

LSBPs of the host image; the average PSNR was assessed to be 44.2 dB. The embedding 

distortion induced by Celik et al.'s, He et al's, Fridrich's and the proposed method was 

comparable. In these cases, the average PSNR was assessed to be 51.1 dB. Li and Si's 

scheme introduced a significantly lower embedding distortion, with over 90% of the 

PSNR values above 54 dB (the average PSNR was assessed to be 54.8 dB). This is 

because a portion of the wavelet coefficients is not altered by this watermarking system 

(recall Section 2.5.1). 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.11: Example counterfeits. (a) inner-copy-and-paste attack where t he sup
planting region covers 20% of the image. (b) outer-copy-and-paste attack where the 
supplanting region covers 20% of the image. (c) salt-and-pepper noise (1.6%) . 

4.4.3 Testing localisation accuracy 

Three experiments were conducted to investigate how the localisation accuracy is af-

fected by the proportion and the dispersion of tampered pixels. The results obtained 

with the proposed method were compared with the schemes listed above. The follow-

ing test images were used: the Waterfront and the F-16 images, in Figures 4.6(a) and 

4.6(b) , respectively, as well as the standard 512 x 512 images: Baboon, Peppers and 

Boat . 

Inner-copy-and-paste attacks 

Periodical duplicates of t he upper-left block of pixels of every host image were used 

generate a tiled image. The size of t he periodical duplicates was adjusted in accordance 

with the block-size of each method in order to replicate integer blocks. Then , a centred 

square of each host image was replaced with the corresponding portion of its t iled 

version. The square region was adjusted to contain different percentages of the total 

number of pixels; the tested percentages included 1 %, 5% and varied from 10% to 60%, 

with increments of 10%. An example counterfeit generated with the Baboon image, 

wherein the supplanting region covers 20% of the image, is illustrated in Figure 4.11 (a). 

The averaged simulation results are presented in F igures 4. 12(a) and 4.12(b). Celik et 

al. 's detection performance is critically undermined by this attack: it failed to ident ify 
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Figure 4.12: Comparison results from the inner·copy·and·paste attacks. (a) detection 
performance, and (b) validation performance. 

over 80% of the altered pixels when the tampered region extended beyond 5% of the 

image. Both Lin et al. 's and He et al. 's methods (Type 2) showed a similar behaviour: 

their detection performance was consistently high across the tests, while the validation 

performance gradually decreased in tests involving the larger tampered regions. Yet, 

He et al. managed to alleviate the problem by means of the computed erosion. Such 

mechanism, however, was particularly effective when the tampered region extended to 

up to 30% of the image. Throughout the tests, the proposed method achieved a high 
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validation performance. The slight decrease observed when the tampered region that 

covered 40% of the image is because, in this case, the tampered region did not cover 

entire blocks of 8 x 8 (the block-size employed by the proposed system). Nonetheless, in 

the last three tests, the percentage of genuine pixels correctly validated by the proposed 

method increased over 2%, in comparison with Li and Si's method, and over 4%, in 

comparison with Fridrich's scheme. 

Outer-copy-and-paste attacks 

For this test, the same key was employed to watermark every single image. Then, a 

centred square of the watermarked version of the Boat image was replaced with the 
.' 

corresponding portion of each host image. The size of the supplanting region was 

adjusted to cover different percentages of the total number of pixels in the image; the 

tested percentages included 1%, 5%, as well as 10% to 60%, with increments of 10%. 

Figure 4.11 (b) depicts an example counterfeit wherein 20% of the Boat image has been 

replaced with the corresponding portion of the Peppers image. The averaged results 

are presented in Figures 4.13(a) and 4.13(b). The localisation capabilities of methods 

of Type 1 were spoilt by this attack. For example, across the tests, a large percentage 

of the tampered pixels went unnoticed by Celik et al.'s and Li and Si's methods. As 

for methods relying on block-wise non-deterministic dependence mechanisms (Type 

2), the correct validation of authentic pixels gradually decayed as the proportion of 

tampered pixels increased. For example, observe the behaviour exhibited by Lin et 

al. 's and He et al. 's methods. The erosion computed in He et al. 's method manages 

to mitigate the problem, specially when the supplanting region extended up to 30% 

of the image. Fridrich's and the proposed scheme achieved the better localisation. 

Every single tampered pixel was effectively identified, and the validation performance 

was consistently high across the tests. The validation performance achieved by the 

proposed method slightly decreased at 40% because the tampered region did not cover 

entire blocks of 8 x 8 (the block-size employed by the proposed system). Nevertheless, 
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Figure 4.13: Comparison results from the outer-copy-and-paste attacks. (a) detection 
performance, and (b) validation performance. 

in the last three tests, the proposed method managed to increase the percentage of 

genuine pixels correctly validated by over 5%, in comparison with Fridrich's method. 

Salt-and-pepper noise attacks 

The following experiment was conducted to compare the localisation performance of 

the methods in presence of scattered distorted pixels. Each test image was firstly 

watermarked and subsequently distorted to create a set of 10 forgeries; a total of 50 
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Figure 4.14: Comparison results from the salt-and-pepper noise attacks. (a) detection 
performance, and (b) validation performance. 

forgeries were generated. Each forgery contained a different percentage of pixels dis

torted by salt-and-pepper noise, ranging from 0.2% to 2%, with increments of 0.2%. 

Special care was taken to ensure that the location of altered pixels was the same when 

testing all the methods. The averaged results, in Figures 4.14(a) and 4.14(b), show 

that He et al. 's method failed to detect the distortion in all the tests; virtually all the 

pixels were deemed genuine. This is a consequence of the of the erosion applied over 

the encoded map, which can be critical in applications where the integrity of every 
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single bit is essential. Although Li and Si's managed to identify virtually all the tam

pered pixels throughout the tests, the achieved validation performance was rather poor. 

Fridrich's, Celik et al.'s and the proposed method showed a perfect detection perfor

mance across the tests. Around 80% of the authentic pixels were properly validated 

by the three schemes in the first experiment. However, the validation performance 

gradually decayed for the subsequent tests. The small block-wise used in Lin et al. 's 

scheme allowed a more accurate localisation of salt-and-pepper noise, at the expense of 

increasing the embedding distortion (recall Section 4.4.2). Throughout the tests, over 

96% of the tampered pixels were effectively identified, and 70% of the genuine pixels 

were correctly validated, by Lin et al. 's method. 

4.5 Summary and Conclusions 

Most fragile watermarking methods cannot differentiate among images watermarked 

with the same key. Furthermore, keeping track of the key used for every single image 

may become unmanageable when the number of host images increase significantly - e.g. 

CCTV cameras. This chapter revisited Fridrich's scheme as a suitable solution for this 

problem, and studied its security limitations in applications where a higher localisation 

accuracy is needed. Additionally, a fragile watermarking as been proposed, whereby 

higher localisation accuracy can be achieved, while deterring brute force attacks. Un

like Fridrich's method, no duplicated data is required in the structure embedded in 

every block. Instead, the proposed method takes a different approach to verification, 

which goes through the bit strings extracted from each block to identify significant sim

ilarities, which are then used to authenticate every single block. This enables the use 

of longer image indices and allows automated authentication in a single stage, without 

compromising the security of the method. 

Comparison results have been presented to evaluate the localisation performance 

of the proposed method and five existing methods, proposed by Celik et al. [28], Li 
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and Si [29], Lin et al. [68], He et al. [30J and Fridrich [20J. The investigation has re

vealed some factors strongly related to the localisation capabilities of the schemes. For 

example, when the proportion of tampered pixels increases, the correct validation of au

thentic pixels decays for schemes that rely on non-deterministic block-wise dependence 

mechanisms (Type 2). 

The localisation performance of each method may vary for different types of distor

tions. For example, He et al. 's method failed to detect and localise scattered distorted 

pixels, while the localisation achieved with the proposed method outperformed Celik 

et al.'s, Li and Si's, He et al.'s and Fridrich's schemes. Moreover, Lin et al.'s method 

managed to validate a significantly greater proportion of genuine pixels across the tests. 

Schemes in the same block-wise dependence type exhibited a similar behaviour in 

presence of outer-copy-and-paste attacks. In fact, it was shown that this attack can 

jeopardise the localisation capabilities of Celik et al. 's and Li and Si's schemes and, in 

a lesser extent, Lin et al. 's and He et al. 's methods, resulting in a significant propor

tion of altered pixels going undetected. The consequences of deriving evidence from 

manipulated areas, mistakenly regarded as genuine, may be utterly critical in security

related applications, such as surveillance cameras. For these methods to overcome 

this problem, a different key must be used to watermark each image. As pointed out 

initially, however, in applications such as CCTV cameras, where millions of images 

can be captured daily, keeping track of the key associated with every image may be 

an arduous task. Fridrich's and the proposed method avoid this problem by associ

ating a unique image index to every single image. Thus, the same key can be used 

to watermark numerous images without compromising the security of the verification 

mechanism. Nonetheless, as elucidated in Section 4.1, Fridrich's scheme becomes sus

ceptible to brute force attacks when a small block-size, say 8 x 8, is used. Conversely, 

as discussed in Section 4.3.3, the proposed method renders brute force attacks compu

tationally unfeasible when the key space, which is independent of the used block-size, 

is chosen to be sufficiently large. 
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Chapter 5 

Secure Fragile Watermarking 

Method with Improved 

Self-Recovery Capabilities 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a fragile watermarking aimed at providing improved tampering locali

sation and self-recovery capabilities is presented. First, a secure block-wise mechanism, 

resilient to cropping, is used to localise distorted blocks of pixels. Subsequently, the 

tampering localisation accuracy is refined by means of an iterative pixel-wisemecha

nism, which estimates the original watermarked pixels in altered regions. Extensive 

tests, using a large data-set, are presented to show to what extent the 

Section 2.5.4 reviewed watermarking methods with exact self-recovery capabilities, 

which are aimed at reconstructing the original watermarked content in manipulated 

regions. In Zhang and Wang's method [65], a pixel-wise and a block-wise mechanism 

are hierarchically structured to calculate the 5 MSBs of the tampered pixels. However, 

the block-wise method does not adopt any block-wise dependence mechanism to prevent 

VQ attacks. Moreover, watermarks are always embedded in the 3 LSBPs of the host 
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images. Such lack of flexibility may render the method unsuitable for applications that 

require a lesser embedding distortion. Further still, not a single pixel can be restored 

when the image has been cropped. 

Enlightened by Zhang and Wang's idea [65] of combining block-wise and pixel

wise mechanisms for tampering localisation and self-recovery, this chapter proposes a 

scheme with improved capabilities. Compared with their scheme, a pixel-wise method is 

proposed, whereby a significantly higher proportion of altered pixels can be effectively 

recovered, as long as the extension of tampered regions is not a very large fraction 

of the total pixels in the image. This is achieved by a threshold-based mechanism 

capable of recovering corrupted pixels, even when associated to subsets containing 

pixels mistakenly deemed fake by the block-wise method. The pixel-wise meth~d can 

be iteratively repeated, so that a different bit-plane is watermarked in each iteration. 

Additionally, a variant of the block-wise method in Chapter 4 is proposed to survive 

cropping, while restoring the original size of a host image by incorporating an offset 

correction mechanism. This enables the pixel-wise method to recover pixels in the 

missing part. It is worth mentioning that the problem of recovering contents in regions 

removed by cropping has never been addressed in existing literature. 

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. The proposed scheme is detailed 

in 'Section 5.2 and its security is analysed in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, experimen

tal results are presented to compare the proposed method against Zhang and Wang's 

scheme in presence of conventional tampering and cropping. The interest in comparing 

with Zhang and Wang's method esteemed from the fact that it provides exact self

recovery capabilities, instead of approximate restoration capabilities as in [12, 68-72]. 

Furthermore, an extensive evaluation is presented to show to what extent the size of 

the tampered region and the proportion of tampered pixels influence the localisation 

and recovery performance of the two methods. Finally, the chapter is summarised and 

concluded in Section 5.5. 
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Security 
key ------'--------' 

Figure 5.1: Proposed embedding phase. 

5.2 Proposed Method 

The proposed scheme consists of an embedding phase, which can be hard-wired in the 

camera, and a verification/recovery phase, which can be installed in a regular computer. 

5.2.1 Embedding phase 

As illustrated in Figure 5.1, this phase is comprised of the pixel-wise and the block-wise 

embedding methods detailed below. 

Consider an nl x n2 grey-scale image X and denote the total number of pixels as 

nx (Le. nx = nln2). Let u be the number of LSBPs that will be used to carry the 

computed authentication data; in practice, u is usually set to 2 or 3. The remaining 

u' MSBPs contain the most relevant perceptual information, which will remain intact 

throughout the embedding process. 

Pixel-wise embedding method 

In brief, the pixel-wise embedding method splits the image in subsets of pixels randomly 

distributed across the image. The aim is to establish a dependence mechanism among 

the pixels in each subset, so that any change in a pixel can be collectively detected by 

all the pixels associated to the same subset as the altered pixel. 

As a preliminary step, the image matrix X is flattened into a 1 x nx array, denoted 

as X. The procedure described below will be iteratively repeated (u-1) times, so that 

a different bit-plane will be watermarked in each iteration; let z = u be an integer that 

indicates the bit-plane to be watermarked in the first place. Every iteration involves 
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the steps below. 

1. A function, S(·), is used to pseudo-randomly shuffle the pixels in X, as X = 

S(X, 0:), where 0: is a pseudo-random seed. Next, X is split into non-overlapping 

arrays of 1 x mpw pixels. To compute a different shuffle in each iteration, set 

0: = (k + z), where k is a secret key. This way, every pixel is associated to (u -1) 

different arrays of pixels. This is beneficial for the localisation enhancement and 

recovery mechanisms detailed in Section 5.2.2. 

2. Let Xq be the q-th array, for q = 1, ... , (nx/mpw). For each Xq, a bit string vq, 

of length mpw , is computed as, 

Vq = 1i(k, z, q, Xq) , (5.1) 

where 1i(.) is a cryptographic hash function 1, Xq = 2U l2-U X qJ and l·J denotes 

the floor function. The parameters k, z and q are included, in Equation (5.1), 

for security reasons. Then, form a 1 x mpw binary array, denoted as Vq, with 

the bits in vq, and proceed to watermark the z-th bit-plane of X q, by Xq = 

2z l2-z XqJ + 2(Z-1)Vq. 

3. Once every single array has been watermarked, return all the pixels to their 

original location by X = S-l(X, 0:), where S-l(-) is the inverse shuffle function, 

such that X = S-l(S(X, 0:), 0:). Next, if z > 1, reduce the value of z by one and 

repeat the procedure to watermark another bit-plane. 

After (u - 1) iterations, update X as an n1 x n2 reshaped version of X. 

lStandard cryptographic hash functions, such as MD5 or SHA, generate strings of 128 bits or longer 
[132, 133). However, since the distribution of such bit strings is virtually uniform, they can be readily 
trimmed off to mpw bits. 
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Block-wise embedding method 

To afford resilience to cropping and VQ attacks [3, 4J, a variant of the block-wise 

method presented in Chapter 4 is proposed. 

First, divide X into non-overlapping blocks of ml x m2 pixels; let Xp be the p-th 

block in X, for p = 1, ... , (nx/mbw) , where mbw = mlm2 is the total number of pixels 

in each block. For each block X p , encode an authentication bit string wp , of length 

(5.2) 

where {)x is an image index exclusively associated to X and II denotes concatenation of 

bits. Observe that the authentication bit string, in Equation (5.2), includes the shape of 

the image, as well as a block index. Later on, it will be discussed how this information 

can provide resilience to cropping. Furthermore, note that the authentication bit strings 

encoded for all the blocks share a common prefix (Le. {)x Ilnllln2), which can be thought 

of as a unique index, whose length, in bits, will be denoted by J..lx. As in the method 

presented in Chapter 4, the unique index is essential for the authentication mechanism 

described in the forthcoming section . 

. Then, compute a bit string, of length mbw, as, 

(5.3) 

where Xp = 2l2-1 XpJ. Finally, with the bits in dp, form an ml x m2 binary matrix Dp, 

which is subsequently embedded to obtain a watermarked block by, X;: = Xp + Dp. 

5.2.2 Verification and recovery phase 

Figure 5.2 illustrates the three stages of this phase, which are detailed below. 
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Figure 5.2: Proposed image verification and recovery phase. 

Block-wise detection method 

Consider an n~ x n2 image Y, which is divided into non-overlapping blocks of ml x m2 

pixels. For every block Yp, encode a bit string d~, of length mbw, with the LSB of every 

pixel in Yp and compute an authentication bit string, 

(5.4) 

where k' is the secret key and }p = 2l2-1 YpJ. Let £(w~) be a function that retrieves the 

pr~fix formed by the /-Lx left-most bits in w~. Additionally, let A = {W~l' ... ,w~f} be a 

set of authentication bit strings, such that £(W~l) = ... = £(w~f)' That is, all the bit 

strings in A contain the same unique index. If Y is a watermarked, probably tampered, 

image and k' = k, it is expected that most of the extracted authentication bit strings 

will contain the same unique index. Hence, if IAI - i.e. the cardinality of the set A 
- is greater than a predefined threshold 'Tbw, the image is regarded as watermarked. 

Otherwise, if IAI ~ 'Tbw, generate a set of mlm2 different shifted versions of Y. In 

a shifted version, all the pixels in Yare displaced ).1 rows and ).2 columns, where 

-ml < ).1 ~ 0 and -m2 < ).2 ~ O. Every shifted version is analysed as described 

above. This way, the system can identify host images whose left and/or upper-most 
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Figure 5.3: Essential steps to cop with cropping. 

edges hav been removed by cropping. If none of the shifted versions was reckoned to 

be watermarked , the detection process is terminated altogether. 

If Y is deemed watermarked , proceed to determine whether it has been cropped , 

as illustrated in Figure 5.3. First, retrieve 'nJ and 'n2 from the prefix with higher 

occurrence. If it has been cropped (i .e. if 'n; < 'nl and/or 'n2 < 'n2), re hape Y into 

'nl x 'n2 by adding rows/columns of zeros as exemplified in Figure 5.3(a). At this 

point, the size of Y has been restored , but its content may appear shifted from its 

original location. This situation would hinder the pixel-wise method, as it depends on 

the canning order. To overcome this problem, the block index retrieved from every 

authentication bit string, in A , is u. ed to estimate a common displacement. Let I(w~) 

be a function that retri ves the block index from w~ and B = {W~l ' . . . , W~g} ' B ~ A , be 

a set, such that 8 = I(W~l) - b1 = ... = I(w~l) - by. The value of 8 indicates the number 

of block slots the content ha' to be shifted . Therefore, the image content has to be 

displaced ml(h rows and m 282 columns, where 81 = lm28/'n2J , and 82 = (8-'n28dm2). 

An example output of the shift correction is illustrated in Figure 5.3(b). Finally, as 

illustrated in Figure 5.3(c), an 'n] x 'n2 bitmap M, split into blocks of ml x m 2 pixels, 

is encoded for tampering locali ation: the block index retrieved from every bit string 
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Figure 5.4: Tampering localisation of the block-wise method. 

in B is used to localise an authentic block, which is set to zero; the rest of the blocks 

- i. e. altered blocks - are set to one. 

Pixel-wise detection method 

The block-wise detector manages to localise blocks containing at least one corrupted 

pixel. However , t he area regarded as tampered may contain genuine pixels, as well 

as pixels whose u' MSBs remain intact. Those pixels will be considered mistakenly 

deemed fake. This is illu trated in Figure 5.4 using three different examples. Observe 

th at, even t hough t he number of altered pixels is the same in the three cases, the 

detected tampered area varies significantly. The pixel-wise detection method described 

below is aimed at validating some of those pixels to enhance the localisation. 

Let Y and M be fla ttened versions of the matrices Y and M, respect ively. As in 

the embedding method , the procedure will be iteratively repeat ed (u - 1) t imes; let 

z = u b e the bit-plane to be analysed in the first iteration. Each iteration is comprised 

of t he following steps. 

1. Compute the shuffled versions of Y and M, by Y = S(Y , a' ), and iiI = S(M, a'), 

where a' = (k' + z ). Then , divide Y and iiI into non-overlapping arrays of 1 x mpw 
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pixels. 

2. Let Yq and Mq denote the q-th array in Y and M, respectively. For each array, 

encode a bit string Vq , of length mpw , by concatenating the bits in the z-th bit

plane of Yq . Besides, compute the bit string of length mpw as v' = 1t(k' z q Y;) 'q , , , q, 

where Yq = 2U l2-uYqJ. Let Yq,r and Mq,r denote the r-th element in Yq and 

Mq, respectively, while vq,r and v~,r denote the r-th bit in Vq and v~, respectively. 

Additionally, let cq be the number of pixels regarded as fake in Mq • To constrain 

the possible increase of false negatives, the analysis of the current array is skipped 

if cq > Tpw, where Tpw is a predefined threshold (see Section 5.3). 

If the cq pixels were mistakenly deemed fake, one of the following two scenarios 

must apply. 1) v~ = vq. This scenario obviously indicates that every single pixel 

in Yq is genuine. 2) v~ -I Vq, but, for every Mq,r = 0 it follows that v~,r = vq,r. 

This scenario reveals that the u LSBs of at least one of the cq pixels have changed, 

but their u' MSBs remain intact. Therefore, if any of these two scenarios takes 

place, the cq pixels are validated by setting Mq to zero. 

Because of the properties of cryptographic functions [133], any change on the u' 

MSBPs of Yq will result in a bit string v~ that obeys uniform distribution. Hence, 

the probability that one of the two scenarios above will apply is very low (see 

Section 5.3). Thus, if none of those scenarios applied, the cq pixels are deemed 

fake and Mq is kept intact. 

3. Once every array has been analysed, return all the pixels in M to their original 

location by M = S-l(M, a'). Then, reduce the value of z by one and repeat the 

procedure if z > 1. 

Observe that, in a single iteration, a pixel mistakenly deemed fake can be success

fully validated, unless it belongs to an array containing, at least, one corrupted pixel. 

Nonetheless because of the iterative procedure, every pixel will be associated to (u -1) , 
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different arrays. Thus, a pixel mistakenly deemed fake has (u - 1) chances of being 

validated. 

Pixel-wise recovery method 

This process is also iteratively repeated (u - 1) times by following the steps below; let 

z = u be the bit-plane to be analysed in the first iteration. Assuming that Y and M 

are still the flattened versions of Y and M, respectively, the steps below are performed 

in every iteration. 

1. Compute Y = S(Y, a') and M = S(M, a'), and then divide Y and Minto 

non-overlapping arrays of 1 x mpw pixels. 

2. For every array, let Mq,cl'" . ,Mq,Cq denote pixels set to one2 in Mq. To limit 

the possibility of estimating an incorrect pixel value, the recovery mechanism 

skips the current array if cq > 'Tpw (see Section 5.3). Encode a bit string Vq , by 

concatenating the bits in the z-th bit-plane of Yq. 

First, assume that only Yq,Cl has undergone changes in its u' MSBs. Then, con

duct exhaustive trials Yq,Ci = O(2U
), 1(2U

), ••• , (2U
' - 1)(2U

), computing v~ = 

1t(k', z, q, Yq) every time, to find a possible valid pixel value, such that for every 

Mq,r = 0 it follows that v~,r = vq,r' An identical procedure is carried out for the 

rest of the possibly tampered pixels in the array, namely Yq,C2 •.. Yq,Cq' If only 

one, out of the total 2u' cq attempts, resulted in a valid pixel value, the array is re

garded as successfully restored. Thus, the altered pixel is replaced with the valid 

pixel value and Mq is set to zero to enhance the localisation bitmap further. If 

none or more than one valid pixel value were found, the array cannot be restored 

and hence both Yq and Mq are kept intact. 

3. Once everJarray has been analysed, return the pixels in Y and M to their original 

2In [65], the case where subsets contain more than one pixel regarded as altered by the block-wise 
method was not considered. 
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location, i.e. Y = S-l(y, a') and if = S-l(M, a'). Next, reduce the value of z 

by one and repeat the procedure if z > 1. 

After (u - 1) iterations, both if and Yare reshaped, as n1 x n2 arrays, to update 

M as the final localisation bitmap and obtain the final recovered image yr. 

Note that, in a single iteration, an altered pixel can be effectively recovered, unless 

it belongs to an array containing another corrupted pixel. Nevertheless, in accordance 

with the algorithm above, every pixel will be associated to (u - 1) different arrays. 

Thus, an altered pixel has (u - 1) chances of being recovered. 

5.3 Analysis 

In the following analysis, it will be assumed that the output of the hash 1t(.) is drawn 

from a uniform distribution, as in the case of cryptographic hash functions - e.g. the 

standard MD5 or SHA [132, 133]. 

5.3.1 Distortion 

To estimate an approximate of the distortion induced to host images, as part of the 

embedding phase, it will be assumed that all the bits in the original u-th bit-planes 

will be changed with the same probability. Thus, the MSE can be calculated as, 

2"-12"-1 

MSE = _1 "" (i _ j)2 
22u L.-J L.-J 

i=O j=O 

Therefore it follows that the approximate PSNR is, , 
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5.3.2 Security 

The block-wise method is accountable for the overall security of the proposed scheme. 

The reader is, therefore, referred to the security analysis presented in Section 4.3.2, 

recalling that the unique index can be retrieved from the /-Lx left-most bits of the 

authentication bit string extracted from every genuine block. 

5.3.3 False validation 

Recall that the pixel-wise detection method can be thought of as a localisation enhance-

ment process, which is aimed at validating possible genuine pixels that were mistakenly 

deemed fake by the block-wise method. To determine the likelihood that an !1ltered 

pixel will be regarded as genuine (Le. validated), recall the notation in 5.2.2. For the 

sake of simplicity, consider the typical cases where u = 2 and u = 3 (indeed, the embed

ding distortion induced when using u > 3 may be inadequate for most applications). 

Consider an arbitrary tampered pixel that belongs to an array, say Ya1 , in the first it

eration, and to another array, say Ya2 , in a possible second iteration (when u = 3). Let 

cai denote the total number of pixels marked as altered in Mai (for i = 1,2), provided 

that 1 :::; cai :::; Tpw. Additionally, let Eai be the event that the authentication bits 

computed from the (mpw - cai ) pixels marked as genuine, in Mai' match the retrieved 

bits. The probability that Eai will occur is PEai = 2-(mpW-Cai). Since Eal and Ea2 

are not mutually exclusive, the probability that the altered pixel will be mistakenly 

regarded as genuine is, 

(5.7) 

h P = 2-(2mpw-Cal-Ca2) is the probability that Eal and Ea2 will occur in were Eal Ea2 

both iterations. 
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5.3.4 False recovery 

A similar reasoning as above will be followed to determine the likelihood that an er

roneous pixel value will be estimated by the recovery method. Consider an arbitrary 

tampered pixel that belongs to an array, say fbI' in the first iteration, and a different 

array, say Yb2' in a possible second iteration. Let Cb; denote the number of altered 

pixels in fbi (for i = 1,2), provided that 2 ::; Cbi ::; Tpw. The recovery method will 

exhaustively try 2u
l 

different values for each one of the Cbi pixel locations marked as 

tampered in NIbi (recall Section 5.2.2). Let Ebi be the event that, for a single trial, the 

authentication bits computed from the (mpw - Cbi) genuine pixels match the retrieved 

bits. The probability of success of a single trial is PEbi = 2-(mpW-cbi). Denot.ing, as 

Xbi , the total number of occurrences of Eb;, the probability that only one trial, out of 

the total 2u' Cbi' will succeed can be expressed as, 

(5.8) 

Thus, the probability of recovering an erroneous pixel value is, 

(5.9) 

where, 

(5.10) 

iterations. 
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5.4 Experimental Results 

The proposed system was tested for watermarks embedded in 2 and 3 LSBPs in the 

images (Le. using u = 2 and u = 3, respectively). In both cases, the block-wise method 

employed blocks of 8(ml) x 8(m2) pixels and the pixel-wise method employed arrays 

of 1 x 16(mpw) pixels. The same experiments were carried out with Zhang and Wang's 

method [65], using the set-up suggested by the authors. It is important to stress that 

Zhang and Wang's method always embeds watermarks in the 3 LSBPs. The interest in 

comparing the proposed method with such scheme arises from the fact that it provides 

exact self-recovery capabilities, instead of approximate restoration capabilities as in 

[12, 68-72]. 

To evaluate the localisation performance, both the accuracy (ACC) and the false 

positive rate (FPR) were calculated as, 

MnG MuG 
ACC = G ,and, FPR = G - 1 

where M is the tampering localisation bitmap, encoded by the pixel-wise detection 

method and G is the ground truth. Observe that an ideal detection would simultane-

ously render ACC=l and FPR=O . 

. To evaluate the self-recovery performance, let x denote the percentage of pixels 

that could not be recovered, which is calculated out of the total number pixels initially 

regarded as altered by the block-wise method3
. In these results, it will be reported 

(lOO-x)%, which includes both the successfully validated and the successfully recovered 

pixels. 

5.4.1 Examining the quality of the host images 

The 600 x 800 test image used in these experiments is shown in Figure 5.5(a), and 

a close-up of the region bounded by the dashed square is presented in Figure 5.5(b). 

3This is a fair comparison, as the tested methods were set up to use the same block-size (8 x 8). 
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(a) (b) 

(c) PSNR= 44.2 dB (d) PSNR= 37.8 dB (e) PSNR= 37.8 dB 

F igure 5.5: Examining the quality of the host images. (a) Original 600 x 800 image. (b) 
Close-up of the region bounded by the dashed square in (a). Close-ups of the images 
watermarked with the proposed method: (d) using 2 LSBPs; (e) using 3 LSBPs. Close
up of the image watermarked with Zhang and Wang's scheme (3 LSBPs). 

The zoomed area was specifically chosen to illustrate the impact of the watermarks 

on the quality of the host images, which can be perceived more clearly in regions of 

uniform pixel values. Figure 5.5(c) shows the close-up of the image watermarked in 

its 2 LSBPs with t he proposed method. The watermark introduced some amount of 

distortion (PSNR=4. 1 dB), which can be barely noticed when compared with Figure 

5.5(b). On the other hand , the close-ups of the images watermarked in their 3 LSBPs, 

using the proposed or Zhang and Wang's scheme, are shown in Figures 5.5(d) and 

5.5(e), respectively. In both cases, the PSNR values were assessed to be 37.8 dB. The 

distortion introduced by the watermarks produces coarser changes in the intensity, 

which can be noticed in the way from the black regions to the brighter regions of the 

images. 
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(a) 

(b) (c) 

(d) (e) 

Figure 5.6: Conventional tampering. (a) Original image. (b) Close-up of the region 
bounded by the da hed rectangle in (a). (c) Tampered host image (close-up). (d) 
Pixels that have undergone changes in their 6 MSBs (clo e-up) . (e) Pixels that have 
undergone changes in their 5 MSBs (clo e-up). 

5.4.2 Conventional tampering 

The three host images were manipulated to form identical forgeries. The vehicle regis-

tration plate was altered from "N951 GBW" to "B591 G W" . Additionally, the labels, 

"VOLVO", "850" and "2.5" , on the boot, as well as the stickers on the rear window, 

were concealed , while the rest of the pixels remained intact. To ease vi ual inspection, 
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(a) (b) ACC=l , FPR= O. 31 

(c) ACC= l, FPR= O.lJ (d) ACC= l , PPR= 0.40 

Figure 5.7: Localisation of conventional tampering. (a) Proposed method using 2 
LSBPs. (b) Close-up of the region enclosed in (a). (c) Proposed method using 3 
LSBPs (close-up). (d) Zhang and Wang's method, which u e 3 LSBP (close-up). 

close-ups of the original image and the forgery are shown in Figs. 5.6(b) and 5.6(c), 

respectively. The pixels that ex! erienced changes in their 6 MSBs (13,381 in total) are 

depicted as white spots in Figure 5.6( d). This is, in fact, a close-up of the ground truth 

used to compute the results, when the watermarks were embedded in the 2 LSBPs 

of the image. Figure 5.6(e) depicts t he pixels that have undergone changes in their 5 

MSBs (11 ,709 in total). This is a close-up of the ground truth employed to evaluate 

the methods that embedded watermarks in the 3 LSBPs of the image. 

In the locali ation results, summarised in Figure 5. 7, pixels regarded as fake are 

depicted as black spots. Figures 5.7(b) and 5.7(c) show the results obtained with 

th proposed scheme after embedding the watermark in the 2 LSBPs and 3 LSBPs, 

respectively, while Figure 5.7(d) shows the results obtained with Zhang and Whang's 

method. Observe that Zhang and Wang's method failed to validate a higher proportion 
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(a) (b) Restored pixels: 71.19% 

Figure 5.8: Results of self-recovery of conventional tamp ring. (a) Proposed method 
using 2 LSBPs. (b) Close-up of the region enclosed in (a). (c) Proposed method using 
3 LSBPs (close-up). (d) Zhang and Wang's method , which uses 3 LSBPs (close-up). 

of pixels (FPR=0.40) than the proposed scheme (FPR=O.31 and FPR= O.l1). Yet , in 

the three cases, every tampered pixel was correctly identified (ACC=l). 

Figure 5.8 summarises the self-recovery results , where pixels that could not be 

recovered are depicted as black ·pots. The percentage of pixels restored/ validated 

by the proposed method, when using 2 LSBPs (Figure 5.8(b)), is comparable to the 

percentage of pixel · restored/validated by Zhang and Wang's method (Figure 5.8( d)). 

Even better is the fact that, as observed in Figure 5.8(c), the proposed sy tern managed 

to recover / validate over 96o/c of the pixels, when using the same number of LSBPs for 

watermarking as in Zhang and Wang's method (3 LSBPs). 
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Region removed 
by cropping 

Figure 5.9: Test for conventional tampering plus cropping. 

(a) (b) ACC= l , FPR=O.21 

(c) ACC= l , FPR= O.J6 (d) ACC=O.33, FPR=O.32 

Figure 5.10: Results of localisation of cropping after conventional tampering. (a) Pro
posed method using 2 LSBPs. (b) Close-up of the region enclosed in (a). (c) Proposed 
method using 3 LSBPs (close-up). (d) Zhang and Wang's method, which uses 3 LSBPs 
(close-up). 

5.4.3 Tampering detection in presence of cropping 

As illustrated in Figure 5.9, the 40 right-most columns of the forgeries generated in 

the previous experiment were removed by cropping, thereby changing the dimensions 
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(a) (b) Restored pixels: 34.20% 

(c) Restored pixels: 63.45% (d) Restored pixels: 0% 

Figure 5.11: Results of localisation of cropping after conventional tampering. (a) Pro
posed method using 2 LSBPs. (b) Close-up of the region enclosed in (a). (c) Proposed 
method using 3 LSBPs (close-up). (d) Zhang and Wang's method, which uses 3 LSBPs 
(close-up) . 

of the image forgeries from 600 x 00 to 600 x 760. 

The localisation results acquired with the proposed method, using 2 LSBPs and 

3 LSBPs, are summari ed in Figures 5.10(b) and 5.10(c), re pectively. Note that the 

proposed method managed to identify and restore the original shape of the host image. 

Hence, a lesser proportion of genuine pixels were falsely deemed fake by the proposed 

system, compared with the results obtained with Zhang and Wang's cheme presented 

in Figure 5.10(d). Ob erve that, since Zhang and Wang's method failed to detect the 

cropping, the localisation accuracy achieved was rather poor. 

Results show that the proposed method managed to restore almost 35% of the 

pixels, when using 2 LSBP (Figure 5.11 (b)) and over 60ro when using 3 LSBPs (Figure 

5.11(c)). In fact, ob erve that the original plate number is now di cernible in the 
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of embedding distortion. 

recovered image displayed in Figure 5.11(c). Conversely, Zhang and Wang's method 

lost synchronisation with the watermark. Therefore, it failed to recover/validate a 

single pixel, as shown in Figure 5.11(d). 

5.4.4 Extensive performance comparison 

All the experiments presented in this section were conducted on 900 images, sized 

480 x 640, in the Caltech-256 data-set [137J. 

Embedding distortion 

To compare the two methods in terms of embedding distortion, the PSNR between 

every test image and its corresponding watermarked version was computed. Figure 

5.12 shows a histogram generated with the resulting PSNR values. On average, the 

PSNR was assessed to be 44 dB when the proposed system allocated the watermarks 

in the 2 LSBPs of the host images. The embedding distortion increased when the 

watermarks were embedded in the 3 LSBPs, either with the proposed method or with 

Zhang and Wang's scheme. In these cases, the PSNR values computed from 92% of 

the host images laid below 38 dB (the average PSNR was assessed to be 37.8 dB). 
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Localisation and self-recovery 

To investigate to what extent the size of the tampered area localised by the block-wise 

method and the proportion of altered pixels within that area influence the performance 

of the schemes, the following experiment was formulated. In each watermarked image, 

a rectangular region was adjusted to cover integer blocks of 8 x 8 pixels, so that its area 

covered a percentage of the total number of pixels in the image. The tested percentages 

varied from 1 % to 10%, with unitary increments, as well as 15%, 20% and 25%. Within 

the selected area, only a proportion of the pixels was tampered, by flipping their MSB. 

The tested proportions were: 0.55, 0.75 and 0.95. 

The localisation results corresponding to the three tested proportions of !1ltered 

pixels - namely, 0.55, 0.75 and 0.95 - are summarised in Figures 5.13(a), 5.13(b) and 

5.13(c), respectively. The results obtained with Fridrich's method [20] were merely 

included as a reference; in this method, watermarks are embedded in the LSBP of 

the image. In most of the tests, the difference between the localisation performance 

achieved with the proposed method, using 2 LSBPs, and Zhang and Wang's scheme is 

rather marginal, even though the later uses 3 LSBPs for watermarking. Nonetheless, 

a higher localisation accuracy was attained when the proposed system allocated the 

watermark in the 3 LSBPs, particularly in forgeries containing greater proportions 

of altered pixels. When the tampered areas extended beyond 20% of the image, the 

performance exhibited by the proposed and Zhang and Wang's method is comparable 

and shows a clear trend towards the performance achieved with Fridrich's scheme. The 

same trend can be observed for the three tested proportions of altered pixels. Finally, 

note that the FPRs increased significantly for larger tampered regions involving smaller 

proportions of tampered pixels. This trend is not surprising, however, as none of the 

tested methods were aimed at accurately localising altered pixels scattered across the 

image, e.g. salt-and-pepper noise. 

Figure 5.14(a) summarises the self-recovery results gathered when the proportion 

of altered pixels was 0.55. Zhang and Wang's method exhibited a significantly better 
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Figure 5.13: Localisation results for the tested proportions of altered pixels: (a) 0.55, 

(b) 0.75, and (c) 0.95. 
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Figure 5.14: Self-recovery results for the tested proportions of altered pixels: (a) 0.55, 
(b) 0.75, and (c) 0.95. 
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performance, compared with the proposed scheme using 2 LSBPs. Nonetheless, when 

using 3 LSBPs for watermarking, the same as in Zhang and Wang's scheme, the pro

posed method managed to recover/validate a significantly higher percentage of pixels, 

especially when the tampered region extended to less than 20% of the images. When 

the tampered region covered 25% of the image, the proposed method was slightly out

performed by Zhang and Wang's scheme. This can be thought of as a side effect of the 

proposed threshold-based recovery mechanism, which is aimed to skip the analysis of 

arrays of pixels with many pixels marked as tampered by the block-wise method. How-

ever, this is a cheap price to pay for a significantly higher recovery performance in the 

rest of the tested cases. Figures 5.14(b) and 5.14(c) summarise the self-recovery results 

for the rest of the tested proportions of altered pixels, namely 0.75 and 0.95, "respec

tively. Observe that, across these tests, there is only a marginal difference between the 

performance achieved with the proposed method, using 2 LSBPs, and the one achieved 

with Zhang and Wang's method. However, a significantly higher percentage of altered 

pixels could be recovered/validated with the proposed scheme when using 3 LSBPs. 

5.5 Summary and Conclusions 

This chapter has presented a scheme, motivated by Zhang and Wang's idea [65J of 

combining a pixel-wise and a block-wise mechanisms to afford higher localisation and 

self-recovery capabilities. Nonetheless, unlike Zhang and Wang's method, the proposed 

pixel-wise scheme manages to recover pixels associated to subsets containing pixels 

mistakenly deemed fake by the block-wise method. Furthermore, the parameters of 

the system can be readily adjusted to control the embedding distortion, as well as the 

probability of false validations and false recoveries. The pixel-wise method can be iter

atively repeated, so that a different bit-plane is watermarked in each iteration. Further 

still a block-wise method resilient to cropping has been presented. The information , 

encoded in the watermark is used to restore the original dimensions of the host image 
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and rectify any possible displacement of the content caused by cropping. This way, the 

synchronisation between the watermark and the pixel-wise method is not affected thus , 

preserving the localisation enhancement and recovery capabilities of the system. 

A set of experiments have been presented to compare the localisation/recovery 

performance achieved with the proposed method and Zhang and Wang's scheme, in 

presence of conventional distortions and cropping. Results showed that the proposed 

method outperforms Zhang and Wang's scheme, especially when the watermark is 

embedded in the 3 LSBPs of the image (the same as in Zhang and Wang's method). 

In fact, an example image forgery was generated to evaluate both methods against 

cropping. Roughly 2.5% of pixels in the forgery had been altered by conventional 

tampering and 5% of the pixels removed by cropping. Results show that, whe~ using 

3 LSBPs, the proposed method managed to recover/validate effectively 6, out of every 

10 altered/missing pixels, whereas Zhang and Wang's scheme failed to recover/validate 

a single pixel. 

Additionally, an extensive investigation, conducted on 900 images, has been pre

sented into how the size of the tampered region and the proportion of altered pixels 

affect the performance of the proposed and Zhang and Wang's method. Results show 

that the localisation performance achieved with the proposed scheme, using 2 LSBPs, 

is comparable to the performance exhibited by Zhang and Wang's method. Nonethe

less, these were outperformed by the proposed method when using 3 LSBPs, especially 

in tests involving greater proportions of altered pixels. Results showed that the lo

calisation performance of the two methods tend to decay in forgeries involving larger 

tampered regions with smaller proportions of altered pixels. Therefore, neither the pro

posed scheme nor Zhang and Wang's method are suitable to recover images containing 

scattered changes, such as salt-and-pepper noise. The method in [67J can be used to 

recover images affected by this type of distortion, as long as the number of tampered 

pixels is less that 3.2% of the image. Self-recovery results showed that, when using 2 

LSBPs, the performance achieved by proposed method and Zhang and Wang's scheme 
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(which uses 3 LSBPs) is comparable in forgeries involving greater proportions of altered 

pixels. Nevertheless, a much better performance was exhibited by the proposed method 

when using 3 LSBPs. 
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Chapter 6 

Automated Detection of 

Duplicated Regions Affected by 

Reflection, Rotation and Scaling 

In this chapter, an automated mechanism is proposed to detect duplicated regions 

in a forensic fashion, without relying in watermarks or digital signatures. The core 

mechanism uses colour-based features and I-D descriptors derived from log-polar maps 

to perform efficiently in terms of memory usage and computational cost. 

In Section 3.3.1, it has been shown that, even though the detection of duplicated 

regions plays an important role in image forensics, most of the existing methods are 

too sensitive to geometric changes in the replicated areas. Although this concern has 

been addressed in [84-90J, none of these methods copes with duplicates affected by 

reflection, rotation and scaling in a comprehensive manner. 

Forensic techniques designed for detecting image traces of interpolation can be used 

to identify regions affected by rotation and scaling [91-94, 117J. However, duplicated 

areas affected by geometric distortions that do not require re-sampling (e.g. reflection) 

would go unnoticed by these methods. Furthermore, the blocking artifacts introduced 
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by JPEG compression, significantly affect the detection performance of these schemes. 

To overcome all these shortcomings, a forensic method is proposed to detect du

plicated regions that have undergone reflection, rotation or/and scaling. Overlapping 

blocks of pixels are independently mapped to 1-D reflection/rotation-invariant descrip

tors derived from log-polar maps. This dimension-reduced representation of the blocks 

enables an efficient search for duplicates in terms of memory space. In addition, 

a double-check refinement mechanism is proposed to identify clusters of duplicated 

blocks that have been affected by geometric distortions. Extensive experimental re

sults demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. 

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. The proposed 1-D descriptors 

and the forensic method are presented in Sections 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. Section 6.3 

elaborates on the parameter settings, while Section 6.4 presents extensive experimental 

results, along with a comparative evaluation of the proposed scheme against Myna et 

al. 's approach [83J. Finally, a summary of the chapter is presented in Section 6.5, along 

with some conclusions. 

6.1 Solving Reflection, Rotation and Scaling 

To cope with reflection, rotation and scaling, blocks of pixels are mapped to 1-D de

scriptors, resulting from summing the pixels in their log-polar representation along the 

angle axis. This approach was motivated by the watermarking technique presented in 

[138J, which was designed to overcome the synchronisation problems caused by rota

tion, scaling and translation (reflection was not considered in this method). In that 

case, 1-D descriptors were computed by summing a log-polar map along the log-radius 

axis, thus achieving properties distinct to the descriptors proposed below. 
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6.1.1 Computing the 1-D descriptors 

Consider the point (x, y) E ~2, which can be written using (natural) log-polar coordi-

nates, 

x = exp(p) cos 0, and, y = exp(p) sin 0 , (6.1) 

where p E ~ and 0 :::; 0 < 211'. Let (x I, y ') denote the coordinates of a reflected, rotated 

and scaled point, i.e., 

x' = j.l(xcos<p+ysin<p) , 

y' = j.l(xsin<p - ycos<p) , 

• (6.2) 

where <p and j.l are the parameters of rotation and scaling, respectively. Rewriting 

Equation (6.2) in log-polar form, 

x' = exp(p+logj.L) cos(<p - 0) , 

y I = exp(p+log j.L) sin( <p - 0) . 

(6.3) 

Observe that scaling in rectangular coordinates results in a simple transiation of 

the log-polar map. Consider a block of pixels! Bi(X, y) and its log-polar representation 

Bi(p,O). A 1-D descriptor Vi can be defined as, 

Vi(p) = 2: Bi(p, 0) . 
8 

(6.4) 

A reflected, rotated and scaled version of Bi can be expressed in log-polar coordi-

nates as B: (p, oj = Bi (p + log j.l, <p - 0). A descriptor for this block can be calculated 

IThe index i is merely included for the sake of consistency with the notation employed in the next 

section. 
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as follows, 

Vi '(p) = L B:(p, 0) 
(J 

= L Bi(p + 10gJL, 0) , 
{j 

(6.5) 

where 0 = (<p - 0). Since cosines and sines are periodic functions, and a whole period 

is being considered, and the change in 0 is linear, it follows that Equation (6.5) can be 

rewritten as, 

vi'(p) = L Bi(p + log JL, 0) . 
(J 

(6.6) 

Hence, the descriptors are invariant to both reflection and rotation, i.e. Vi(p) = 

Vi '(p), when B: is a mirrored and/or rotated version of Bi. Furthermore, Vi(p) = 

vi' (p - log JL), when B: is a scaled version of Bi by a factor JL. In discrete signals 

though, loss due to interpolation and round-off errors has to be considered. Because 

of the well-known translation properties of the Fourier transform [139], the Fourier 

magnitude of both descriptors is expected to be very closely correlated to each other, 

i.e., 

-T -, 
- - Vi Vi c(Vi, Vi') = --;======== ~ 1 

-T - -IT-' (Vi Vi)(Vi Vi ) 
(6.7) 

where c is the correlation coefficient, ~ and ~' are the Fourier magnitudes of Vi and 

Vi " respectively. 
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of log-polar mapping. 

6.1.2 Practical considerations 

A stated above, th 1-D descriptors result from the sum of the pixels of a log-po~ar map 

along the angle axi. ·. The transformat ion from rectangular coordinates to log-polar co-

ordinates, illustrated in Figure 6.1 , is typically referred to a log-polar mapping (LP 1). 

To compute this tran format ion, the origin of the rectangul ar coordinates is assumed 

to be the centre of the image, as in Figure 6.1 (left) . Because of the di crete nature of 

digital images, th parameters of their log-polar representation are also discrete, and 

depend on the size of the of the log-polar map mp and me. In the pre ent investigation , 

it was empirically found that, in general, 1-D descriptors derived from log-polar maps 

sized n l x l7l' nJ/2 J provide ufficient resilience to rotation, scaling and JPEG compres

sion. For example, the dimensions of the log-polar representation of a block of 24 x 24 

pixels should be 24 x l7l' 24/2J = 24 x 37; that is mp = 24 and me = 37. Nonetheless, 

a more exhaustive investigation may be useful to improve their performance. 

6.1.3 Advantages of I-D descriptors 

Compared to complete log-polar maps, the main benefits of 1-D d criptors are the 

following: 

1. Refl ection - As shown above, the detection of reflected duplicated blocks is dras-

tically simplified . 
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Figure 6.2: Block-diagram of the proposed detector. 

2. Memory - Since every single block will be compared with several blocks, it is a 

good idea to form a list of descriptors, each one corresponding to a different block, 

before the search stage. Thus, instead of storing a complete mp x me log-polar 

map for every block, it will only be necessary to store a vector of length mp , 

thereby reducing substantially the memory usage. 

3. Computational cost - The calculation of the proposed descriptors involves exactly 

the same number of operations as the complete log-polar map. Nonetheless, the 

computational cost of the whole system decreases, as it will only need to compute 

the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of every 1-D descriptor, whose complexity is 

given by O(mp log2 mp), instead of computing the FFT of complete log-polar 

maps, whose complexity is O((mpme) log2(mpme)). 

6.2 Proposed Algorithm 

Consider a colour image X, of size nl x n2, which is tiled as blocks of pixels selected 

by sliding, pixel by pixel, a window of size q x q, from the top-left corner to the 

bottom-right corner, in a raster-scan order. Let Ai denote the i-th block of pixels, for 

i = 1, ... , (nl - q + 1)(n2 - q + 1). The proposed method is comprised of the three 

general stages shown in Figure 6.2. 

6.2.1 Block sorting 

The blocks are sorted to reduce the computational cost of the search stage. The centre 

of each block Ai will be the centre of a disc of diameter q, which fits just inside the • 
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block. Consider the three features !Ii' hi and hi' which denote the average of the 

red, blue and green colour components, respectively, of the pixels within the disc. Luo 

et al. [79J pointed out that the average of the colour channels is not significantly 

modified by JPEG compression or Gaussian blurring. Section 6.3 will show that such 

colour-dependent features are resilient to rotation and mild scaling. 

A problem typically faced by methods aimed at detecting duplicates is caused by 

areas of uniform luminance (e.g. sky) [5], which can produce a significant number 

of false duplicates. Furthermore, these areas can increase the computational cost, as 

overlapping blocks in such regions are very similar. To overcome this, a fourth feature 

is proposed to discard blocks of uniform luminance values. The luminance of each pixel 

within a disc is calculated as Y = 0.2126 r + 0.7152 9 + 0.0722 b [101], where r, 9 and 

b are components of red, green and blue, respectively. The probability distribution 

function is calculated using the luminance of all the pixels within a disc. From this, 

the entropy is calculated as, hi = - 2:k Pk log2 Pk, where Pk is the probability of each 

luminance value in the disc. Since blocks with uniform luminance generate low entropy 

values, blocks whose entropy falls below a predefined threshold emin will be discarded. 

Then a list L is formed with the feature vectors (fli' hi' hi ,j4J, derived from the 

remaining blocks, and then sorted, in ascending order. This sorting order is typically 

referred to as lexicographical order [5, 76J. 

6.2.2 Search for similar blocks 

Let Bi be the i-th block of luminance values corresponding to the i-th feature vector 

in L. Additionally, let (Xi, Vi) be the coordinates (the centre) of Bi in the image X. 

A descriptor Vi is computed for every Bi by Equation (6.4) and its Fourier magnitude 

~ is calculated. Duplicated blocks are expected to have produced similar feature 

vectors, even if they have undergone reflection, rotation and/or scaling (see Section 

6.3). Hence, the search for duplicates can be drastically reduced, as only blocks with 

similar features will be compared. Thus, the correlation coefficient Cij == c(~, "0) is •. 
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computed, for every j > i that satisfies the following conditions: 

where 'Td, 'Th and 'Te are predefined thresholds, discussed in Section 6.3, and dij = 

V(Xi - Xj)2 + (Yi - Yj)2. The first condition is necessary to avoid comparing blocks in 

proximity to each other, whereas the two other conditions are used to determine whether 

two blocks are similar enough to be considered potential duplicates. Note that, since 

L is sorted, the comparisons for ~ can stop once a descriptor Vu is reached, su·ch that 

flu > (/Ii + 'Th). Let Cir be the higher correlation coefficient computed for~. If Cir 

lays above a predefined similarity threshold 'Tsim, calculate the offsets defined as OX = 
~r 

IXi -xrl and ofr = IYi -Yrl· Then, if Xi <= Xr, generate a tuple (otr' ofr' Xi, Vi, Xr, Yr); 

otherwise, create a tuple (ofr' ofr' xr, Yr, Xi, Vi). For convenience, the first and second 

pairs of coordinates in a tuple will be referred to as "source" and "target" coordinates, 

respectively. Such a layout of coordinates are essential for the next refinement stage. 

To complete the current stage, append all the tuples to a lexicographically sorted list 

Q. 

6.2.3 Double-check refinement 

At this point, the list Q is expected to contain a huge number of false pairs. To illustrate 

the importance of the refinement stage, the unrefined matches found in the forgery in 

Figure 6.3(a) are shown in Figure 6.3(b); the "source" and the "target" coordinates 

are depicted by dark-grey and light-grey spots, respectively. Observe that the detector 

response would be useless without an additional refinement stage. 

The aim of this stage is to discriminate possible valid duplicates, from false matches. 

When a region has been cloned without further geometric distortions, the detection of 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 6.3: Example unrefined detection results. (a) Example forgery submitted to 
the detector. (b) Unrefined pairs detected in the example forgery; points given by 
"source" coordinates (dark-grey) and "target" coordinates (light-grey) (c) Example of 
valid duplicate. (d) Example of invalid duplicate. 

valid duplicates can be confined to the search for den ely packed groups of tuples with 

identical offsets [5, 76, 79]. However , this approach is utmost unsuitable when the 

replicated area have undergone geometric distortions. Hence, an iterative double-

check refinement mechanism is proposed to efficiently identify clusters of points formed 

by tuples, in Q, containing similar i.e. not necessarily identical- offsets2. 

Let ~ be a user-defined offset employed in the refinement process; in practice , it was 

found that the system performs well with ~ = 32. The proposed steps are described 

below: 

1. In this step, a new list is generated with the coordinates of the tuples containing 

2 Among varioLis tested strategies, the presented double-check refinement mechanism is the one that 

led Lo better results. 
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offsets nearby 8~lbl and 8~lbl· Let (8~lbl' 8~lbl' Xa1 , Yal' Xbl' Ybl) be the front-tuple 

in Q. Create a tuple ( xaj ' Yaj' Xbj , Ybj) for every j, such that 8~jbj :::; ( 8~1 b1 + 2Ll), 

and 8~lbl :::; 8~jbj :::; (8~lbl + Ll). Note that, since Q is sorted, the search is 

completed once a descriptor 8~ubu is reached, such that 8~ubu > (8~lbl + 2Ll). 

All the new tuples are appended to a list F, sorted by the "source" coordinates, 

2. Considering only the "source" coordinates, search F for clusters with more than 

tmin points within a window of size3 W x W; such clusters will be referred to as 

"source" clusters. A new list is generated with the tuples, in F, that form each 

"source" cluster (a different list for each cluster). Let Gk denote the list associated 

to the k-th detected cluster. 

3. Go straight to Step 4 if no "source" cluster was found. Otherwise, considering 

only the "target" coordinates, every Gk is independently searched for clusters with 

more than tmin points within a w x w window; such clusters will be regarded as to 

"target" clusters. Tuples that simultaneously form both a "source" cluster and a 

"target" cluster are deemed valid duplicates, and thus are appended to a set S. 

An example of a valid duplicate is illustrated in Figure 6.3(c); the w x w window 

is depicted as a dashed white square. This double-check mechanism allows us to 

readily discard invalid duplicates, like the one shown in Figure 6.3(d), where the 

"target" coordinates associated with the identified "source" cluster are noticeably 

scattered; i.e. no "target" cluster was formed. 

4. For the sake of memory efficiency, some of the tuples that have been analysed 

already will be deleted from Q. In particular, remove every tuple j, such that 

x 8ajbj :::; (8~lbl + 2Llstep), and 8~lbl - Llstep :::; 8!jbj :::; (8~lbl + Llstep ), where Llstep 

is a user-defined value, such that Llstep < Ll. It has been empirically observed 

3It was observed that the values w = 16 and tmin = 230 led to the better results when 24 x 24 blocks 
are employed in the Block sorting stage (recall Section 6.2.1). Nonetheless, tmin should be slightly 
increased for larger block-sizes. 
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that ~step = 16 keeps a fair balance between computational cost and detection 

accuracy. Next, go to Step 1 if Q is not empty. 

Finally, the tuples in S are used to encode a bitmap to illustrate the detected 

duplicates. 

6.3 Parameters Set Up 

To find suitable values for the thresholds Th, Te and Tsim, required in Section 6.2.2, 

the following experiment was conducted using 700 images, sized 640 x 480, in the 

Caltech-256 dataset [137]. The test images depicted diverse contents, from objects 

to landscapes, excluding synthetically generated content (e.g. vector graphics). Such 

diversity is expected to allow us to define threshold values suitable for the analysis of 

a vast variety of images. First, the images were split into non-overlapping pixel blocks. 

Two block-sizes, 24 x 24 and 32 x 32, were individually tested. The 35 distortions listed 

below were tested, one at a time, in each pixel block. 

• JPEG compression - The tested JPEG-quality factors varied from 60 to 100 with 

increments of 10. 

• Rotation - The tested rotation degrees4 varied from 0° to 90° with increments of 

• Scaling- The tested scaling factors4 varied from 0.95 to 1.05 with increments of 

0.01. 

It was observed that the absolute difference between the colour-dependent features 

(fl, h and h) extracted from the distorted blocks and from the original blocks re

mained below 2 in over 93% of the total cases. Additionally, in over 97% of the cases, 

the absolute difference between the entropy-dependent feature (14) computed from the 

4The distorted blocks were additionally translated a random amount within the range [-0.5,0.5]' 
in a random direction, to emulate real forgeries. 
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Figure 6.4: Percentage of blocks that satisfied the predefined thresholds: 

distorted blocks and from the original blocks remained below 0.3. On the other hand , 

the correlation coefficient between the Fourier magnitude of the I-D descriptor ex

tracted from the distorted blocks and from the original blocks laid above 0.9995 in 

over 90% of the total cases. Hence, the thresholds were set as: th = 2, te = 0.3and 

tsim = 0.9995. 

Figure 6.4 shows the percentages of blocks whose features simultaneously satisfied 

the conditions b) and c), in Section 6.2.2, using the thresholds above. For rotation, 

results are very similar independent of the rotation degree for each of the block-sizes 

of 24 x 24 and 32 x 32. Yet, results for 32 x 32 blocks are better than those for 24 x 24 

blocks. For scaling, results increase as the scaling factor tends to 1 (for either end) for 

each of the block-sizes of 24 x 24 and 32 x 32. Although results for both block-sizes 

are virtually the same at scaling factor values of 0.95 and 1.05, those for 32 x 32 blocks 

tend to be better than those for 24 x 24 blocks, as the scaling factor approaches 1. For 

the sake of brevity, only the results for scaling and rotation are presented. However, 

it is worth mentioning that over 97% of the blocks satisfied the thresholds, even after 

compression using JPEG-quality factor of 60. 
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6.4 Experimental Results 

Various experiments were conducted to evaluate the detection performance of the pro

posed system. The block-sizes 24 x 24 and 32 x 32 were tested using the parameter 

settings discussed in the preceding section; additional parameters were: ernin = 2 and 

Td = 40. Furthermore, in Section 6.4.3, a detailed comparison between the proposed 

method and Myna et al. 's scheme [83J is presented. The interest in Myna et al. 's scheme 

stems from the fact that, unlike Lin et al. 's method [84], it is aimed at detecting du

plicates that have undergone scaling and rotation by arbitrary angles5 . 

The two standard measures, TPR and TNR, defined in Equation (4.19) will be 

adopted to evaluate the localisation performance quantitatively. Recall that ~n ideal 

detection would simultaneously render TPR=l and TNR=l. 

6.4.1 Example forgeries 

To begin with, four example forgeries were created to illustrate the detection capabilities 

of the proposed method: 

• The girls in proximity to the lower-right corner in Figure 6.5(a) were overlaid 

with a region copied from a nearby location to produce Figure 6.5(b). 

• A region by the upper-left corner, in Figure 6.5(e), was horizontally flipped and 

used to conceal the treeand generate Figure 6.5(f). 

• The person on the cliff, in Figure 6.5(i), was covered by a 25°-rotated portion of 

the rocks in the opposite side to get the forgery in Figure 6.5(j). 

• A copy of the cow, in Figure 6.5(m), was scaled 95% of its original size and used 

to conceal the rest of the animals in the scene. The produced forgery is shown in 

Figure 6.5(n). 

5Comparing with Huang et al.'s method [87] w~ rather impra~ti~al. The results from this method 
include a set of key points, but the duplicated regIOns are not delimIted. 
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(e) (f) 

(i) (j) 

(m) (n) 

(g) TPR=O.97, 
TNR= O.99. 

(k) TPR= O.70, TNR= l. 

(0) TPR=O.80, 
T R=O.99. 

(h) TPR=O.99, 
TNR= O.98. 

(1) TPR= O.74 , 
TNR= O.99. 

(p) TPR= O.81 , 
TNR= O.98. 

Figure 6.5: Example forgeries. Original test images of size 375 x 500: (a) Beach. (e) 
Leaves. (i) Cliff. (m) Cow. Doctored images where the copied region has undergone: 
(b) no distortion (copy-move), (f) horizontal reflection, (j) 25°-rotation, (n) 95% scaling. 
Results for block-size of 24 x 24: (c), (g), (k) and (0). Results for block-size of 32 x 32: 
(d), (h) , (1) and (p). 
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The bitmaps encoded by the detector, using 24 x 24 blocks, were compared with their 

respective ground truth as shown in Figures 6.5(c), 6.5(g), 6.5(k) and 6.5(0). Darker 

grey areas depict duplicated regions successfully detected, white areas represent un

noticed duplicated regions and black areas show regions mistakenly deemed duplicates. 

The results using 32 x 32 blocks are presented in Figures 6.5(d), 6.5(h), 6.5(1) and 

6.5(p). From this small set of 4 images, experiments from different operations and dif

ferent block-sizes indicate typically high average values of TPR (0.88) and TNR (0.98). 

Observe that the use of 32 x 32 blocks had a positive impact on the TPR, in comparison 

with the results obtained using 24 x 24 blocks, at the expense of slightly affecting the 

TNR. Moreover, note that the best values of TPR and the worst values of TNR cor

respond to the same test (the simple copy-move in the Beach image). This is because 

the last refinement stage failed to accurately isolate the actual duplicates from nearby 

mismatches. 

6.4.2 Extensive tests 

This experiment was conducted on 100 test images, sized 400 x 600, available in the 

Caltech-256 data set [137J. All the test images were analysed by the proposed system 

in non-compressed and JPEG format (at 80% and 100% quality factors). Additionally, 

every image was used to generate a set of 36 forgeries as follows. An 80 x 80 pixel block 

was selected from a random location in the image. Before being pasted on another 

random location within the same image, the block was manipulated by one of the 

following geometric distortions: 

• No further distortion (simple copy-move). 

• Horizontal reflection 

• Scaling factors: 0.96, 0.98, 1.01, 1.03 or 1.05. 
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Table 6.1: Results of false detections, out of a total 100 original images. 

Detector's 
block-size 

24 x 24 
32 x 32 

non-compressed 
format 

33 
20 

JPEG quality factor 
100% 80% 

32 33 
19 21 

The same procedure was repeated using 120 x 120 duplicates. Each forgery was 

analysed in non-compressed and JPEG format (at 100% and 80% quality factors). 

Hence, a total of 10,800 manipulated images were analysed. On average, the proposed 

system produced an answer for an image in less than 14 minutes, when using 24 x 24 

blocks, and in less than 15 minutes, when using 32 x 32 blocks. 

Table 6.1 presents the number original images that were mistakenly regarded as 

containing duplicates (TNR i- 1). Observe that the results obtained when using 32 x 32 

blocks compare favourably to those achieved with 24 x 24 blocks. The tested mild JPEG 

compression did not have a substantial impact on the number of false detections. 

The number of correctly detected forgeries (TPRi- 0), using 24 x 24 blocks, are 

summarised in Figures 6.6(a), 6.6(b) and 6.6(c). Results obtained using 32 x 32 blocks 

are shown in 6.7(a), 6.7(b) and 6.7(c). In general, the detection performance of the 

proposed system is significantly better when the forgeries contained a larger duplicate. 

Observe that the detection performance resulting from the two tested block-sizes is 

comparable when the forgeries contained 120 x 120 duplicates. Nonetheless, when the 

forgeries contained duplicates of size of 80 x 80, using 24 x 24 blocks led to a slightly 

higher the number of correct detections, especially in the rotation and scaling tests. 

Results also show that JPEG compression can slightly affect the detection performance, 

specially for smaller duplicates. 

The localisation results obtained when using a block-size of 24 x 24 are summarised 

in Figures 6.8(a), 6.8(b), 6.8(c), 6.9(a), 6.9(b) and 6.9(c). The highest average TPR 

(0.96), calculated from both duplicate-sizes, were obtained from the reflection test, 
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while the 140°-rotation test led to the lower average TPR (0.58). Nonetheless, it was 

noticed that the tests that led to higher TPRs are the ones that also led to lower 

TNRsand vice versa. For example, the average TNRs obtained from the reflection and 

the 140°-rotation tests were assessed to be 0.98 and 0.99, respectively. The localisation 

performance achieved when using 32 x 32 blocks was very similar, as observed in Figures 

6.10(a), 6.10(b), 6.10(c), 6.11(a), 6.11(b) and 6.11(c). For example, both the higher 

average TPR (0.96) and the lower average TNR (0.98) were obtained from the reflection 

test. Additionally, the lower average TPR (0.58) and the higher TNR (0.99) were 

obtained from the 140°-rotation test. 

Results also suggest that, the adverse impact that mild JPEG compression has on 

the localisation performance can be mitigated by using a larger block-size of 32 x 32. 

6.4.3 Comparison tests 

A total of 20 images sized 300 x 400 were used to compare the proposed method with 

Myna et al.'s scheme6 [83]. To create a forgery, a block of 100 x 100 pixels was chosen 

from a random location in the image. Before being pasted on another random location 

of the same image, the block was subjected to one of the following distortions: 

• No further distortion (simple copy-move). 

• Horizontal reflection (Ref.). 

• Rotation (Rot.*); random rotation angle selected from {90°, 180°, 270°}. 

• Rotation (Rot.); random rotation angle within the range (0°, 360°). 

• Scaling (Sc.); random scaling factor within the range [0.95, 1.05]. 

• Rotation and Scaling (Rot.+Sc.); random rotation angle within the range (0°, 

360°) and random scaling factor within the range [0.95, 1.05]. 

6 As the authors in [83] suggested no suitable settings, every effort has been made to find the 
parameter set-up that provided the better results in Myna et al. 's method. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 6.12: The response time of the detectors depend on the characteristics of the 
image being examined. (a) and (b) Images whose analysis required the shortest and the 
longest amount of time, respectively, using Myna et al. 's method. (c) and (d) Images 
who e analysis required the shortest and the longest amount of t ime, respectively, using 
the proposed detector . 

• Rotation, Scaling and Reflection (Rot.+Sc.+Ref.); the same parameters as in the 

preceding point in addition to reflection. 

Thus, seven different forgeries were produced from every test image. All the forgeries 

140 in total were submitted to the two duplicate detectors in non-compressed format. 

Computational cost 

Both m thods were implemented in C++, running on a 32-bit CPU 2.80 GHz, with 

1 GB RAM. It was noticed that the response time of the two detectors depend on 

the characteristics of the images being examined. In general, the analysis of images 

containing scarce textural information or many intrinsic symmetries tends take a longer 

time. 

In half of the cases, Myna et al.'s method required less than 15 minutes to examine a 

single image. Figure 6.12(a) shows the image that was examined in the shortest amount 

of time using Myna et al.'s method (87 s conds). However , in some 10% of the cases, 

Myna et al.'s system required over 90 minutes to produce a response. For example, the 

analysis of the image in Figure 6.12(b) took 115 minutes, using Myna et al.'s system. 

This i because the refinement mechanism in the higher wavelet resolution level failed 

to di card an important proportion of false matches resulting from the symmetrical 

structures of the building. As a result , the computational cost of the refinement in the 
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subsequent wavelets coefficients was severely affected. On the other hand, on average, 

the proposed method examined a single image in less than 2 minutes (using either 24 x 24 

or 32 x 32 blocks). The image whose analysis required the shortest amount of time 

(45 seconds), using the proposed method, is shown in Figure 6.12(c). Conversely, the 

image that required the longest amount of time (6 minutes), when examined with the 

proposed scheme, is shown in Figure 6.12(d). A plausible explanation for the later case 

is that the textured areas are not sharp enough to survive the loss due to interpolation 

during the computation of the 1-D descriptors, thereby increasing the number of false 

matches and the time needed by the refinement stage. 

Detection and localisation performance 

Myna et at.'s method mistakenly regarded 6 original images as containing duplicates 

(TNR i: 1). The proposed system, on the other hand, produced 3 false detections, 

when using 24 x 24 blocks, and only 2, when using 32 x 32 blocks. 

Figure 6.13(a) shows the number of forgeries correctly detected (TPR i: 0). As 

expected, nearly all the duplicates affected by reflection went undetected by Myna et 

al.'s scheme. Surprisingly, though, this scheme also exhibited serious difficulties in 

detecting duplicates that have undergone rotations by angles other than 90°, 180° and 

2700. In contrast, the proposed method showed a consistent performance, detecting 

over 85% of the total number of forgeries, regardless the employed block-size. 

The average TPRs, calculated over each forgery correctly detected, are presented in 

Figure 6.13(b). Throughout the tests, the proposed method compares favourably with 

Myna's method, which encountered serious difficulties in correctly identifying replicated 

regions rotated by angles non-multiples of 90°. Figure 6.13(c) shows the average TPRs 

assessed from every forgery correctly detected. The results achieved by the two methods 

are rather comparable in all the cases, except for the reflection test where Myna et al.'s 

method achieved the lower TNR (0.80). 
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6.5 Summary and Conclusions 

This chapter has presented a forensic method capable of detecting and localising du

plicated regions that have undergone some geometric distortions, namely reflection, 

rotation and/or scaling, even after JPEG compression. This problem had not been 

comprehensively addressed by forensic techniques aimed at detecting duplicated re

gions. 

The proposed method is comprised of three basic stages. 1) Overlapping blocks of 

pixels are individually mapped to feature vectors derived from the colour components, 

which are resilient to rotation, scaling and reflection. Duplicated blocks are expected 

to be mapped to very similar feature vectors. Hence, the feature vectors are lexico

graphically sorted to bring potential duplicates closer to each other, thereby reducing 

the computational cost of the search stage. 2) To perform an efficient search in terms 

of memory space, every pixel block is mapped to a 1-D descriptor derived from log

polar maps. Potential pairs of duplicates are identified and lexicographically sorted in 

accordance with their relative distance and coordinates. 3) A double-check refinement 

stage capable of coping with duplicated regions that have undergone geometric changes 

is used to identify clusters of potential duplicates. 

Extensive tests have been conducted over 700 images to calibrate empirically the 

parameters needed in the proposed system when using block-sizes of 24 x 24 or 32 x 32. 

Results also supported the initial assumptions that the extracted feature vectors are 

resilient to rotation, scaling and reflection. 

Extensive experiments have also been conducted to test the performance of the 

proposed method using two block-sizes, namely 24 x 24 and 32 x 32. A total of 10,800 

forgeries were analysed. Results show that using a larger block-size of 32 x 32 is ben

eficial to reduce significantly the number of false detections, at the expense of slightly 

reducing the chances of effectively detecting smaller duplicates affected by rotation 

and/ or scaling. Moreover, even though, the difference between the localisation per-
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formance achieved when using 24 x 24 is comparable to that achieved when using 32 

blocks, using a block-size of 32 x 32 can mitigate the impact that JPEG compression 

has in the detection performance. 

Finally, results showed that the proposed method compares favourably to the ex

isting scheme, proposed by Myna et al., in terms of detection/localisation performance 

and computational cost. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Outlook 

7 .1 Conclusions 

As powerful processing technology becomes available in conventional image editing 

software, the creation of convincing image forgeries has become increasingly easier, even 

for inexperienced users. This has raised serious concerns about the credibility of digital 

images, especially in areas that rely on visual information. This thesis investigated 

this problem and proposed possible solutions based on fragile watermarking and image 

forensics. 

. Chapter 4 presents a closer look at the singular properties of an existing fragile wa

termarking method, which enables the use of the same key to watermark several images, 

each one associated to a unique image index. An investigation has been presented into 

the security limitations of such an existing method, in applications that require higher 

tampering localisation. Then, a method has been proposed to achieve higher tampering 

localisation without compromising the security of the algorithm. This is achieved by 

taking a different approach to verification, wherein the bit strings retrieved from every 

block are examined to identify possible similarities, which are then used to identify 

authentic pixel blocks. The proposed mechanism renders brute force attacks computa

tionally infeasible when the key space, which is independent of the employed block-size, 
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is chosen to be sufficiently large. Comparison results demonstrated that the localisation 

capabilities of the proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art schemes when tested 

against different types of manipulations. 

Chapter 5 presents a fragile watermarking method that combines a pixel-wise and 

a block-wise mechanisms to provide enhanced tampering localisation and exact self-

recovery capabilities. The parameters of the proposed method can be adjusted to 

control the embedding distortion, as well as the probabilities of false validations and 

false recoveries. Extensive tests, conducted on 900 images, have been presented to 

evaluate the localisation and restoration performance of the proposed method, in com-

parison with a state-of-the-art scheme, against tampered regions of a range of sizes 

with different proportions of altered pixels. Results showed that, when using 2'LSBPs 

of the image to allocate the watermark, the proposed method achieved a performance 

comparable to the existing method, which always uses 3 LSBPs, thereby introducing 

a higher embedding distortion. Even better is the fact that, when using 3 LSBPs, the 

proposed method clearly outperformed the existing scheme, especially for tampered 

regions that extended to less than 20% of the image. Additionally, results showed that 

the proposed method is capable of partially restoring missing regions of watermarked 

pixels that had been removed by cropping. Resilience to cropping is a problem that 

had not been addressed by methods with self-recovery capabilities. 

Chapter 6 presents a passive forensic method capable of detecting duplicated re

gions affected by reflection, rotation and/or scaling, even after mild JPEG compression. 

This problem had not been comprehensively addressed in existing literature. In the 

proposed algorithm, overlapping pixel blocks are individually mapped to colour-based 

feature vectors resilient to reflection, rotation and scaling. Thus, the search space for 

potential duplicates is limited to blocks associated to similar feature vectors. More

over, to perform an even more efficient search, every pixel block is mapped to a 1-D 

descriptor deri~ed from log-polar maps. Finally, a refinement mechanism is used to 

identify clusters of potential duplicates, separated by similar offsets. Extensive tests 
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have been conducted to test the performance of the proposed method using two block

sizes, namely 24 x 24 and 32 x 32. Results showed that the number of false detections 

was significantly less when using 32 x 32 blocks, at the expense of reducing the chances 

of detecting smaller duplicates affected by rotation and/or scaling. Furthermore, re

sults showed that, even though that the performance of the method is comparable when 

using the two tested block-sizes, the effects of JPEG compression are less significant 

when using 32 x 32 blocks. Results also demonstrated that the proposed method com

pares favourably to an existing scheme, terms of detection/localisation of duplicates, 

as well as computational cost. 

7.2 Outlook 

The investigations presented in this thesis suggest the following directions for future 

research: 

• The self-recovery performance of the fragile watermarking method presented in 

Chapter 5 could be improved by incorporating a conventional image restoration 

technique, e.g. inpainting. This way, the current exhaustive search for potential 

valid pixel values could be limited to a range of expected values derived from 

genuine pixels in a close neighbourhood. The foreseen impact of this approach is 

twofold. On the one hand, a larger number of pixels would be effectively restored, 

while on the other hand, the computational cost of the restoration algorithm 

would be significantly reduced. This approach is expected to improve the recovery 

performance, even in cases of images containing scattered distortions, such as salt

and-pepper noise. 

• The method presented in Chapter 5 can be used to provide approximate restora

tion capabilities by recovering wavelet coefficients, instead of pixel values directly. 

Since every wavelet coefficient is associated to a subset of adjacent pixels in the 

spatial domain, the suggested approach is expected to increase significantly the 
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percentage of content that can be significantly restored, at the expense of slightly 

degrading the quality of the recovered image. 

• The incorporation of mechanisms resilient to non-obtrusive distortions, such as 

JPEG compression, to the scheme presented in Chapter 5 would boost the number 

of applications of the recovery algorithm. To this end, the quantisation-based 

technique proposed in [140] could be considered a starting point. 

• Examining further features in the final refinement stage of the detector of dupli

cates, presented in Chapter 6, could contribute to a reduction of false alarms. For 

example, clusters could be identified by considering not only the offset between 

pairs of potential duplicates, but also the transformation parameters (e.g. scaling 

factor and rotation angle) that relate them. This could be efficiently achieved by 

incorporating a set of Speed Up Robust Features (SURF), described in [141]. 
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